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PREFACE

THE gigantic strides made by the Motor movement
on water as well as on land during the last year or

two places the Petrol Motor in the front rank, if

not absolutely in the first position, of interest to

scientists in mechanical matters and modern means

of locomotion.

There is a peculiar fascination about the subject,

appealing as it does to a wide class of thinkers and

workers, for the highest art of the designer must be

allied to the utmost skill of the mechanic, who in

turn must be supported by the most elaborate tools

and plant in order to produce the highly efficient

motor vehicle with which we are familiar to-day.

The now universal system of electrical ignition

opens up a field of great scope and interest to

electricians
;
whilst it is difficult to say whether the

amateur constructor or the amateur owner gets most

pleasure the one as maker and the other as user.

It is certain, however, that in the manipulation of

a modern car or cycle there is ample scope for any

degree of skill, and to be an expert driver demands

a cool brain, good nerve, quick action and resource

in emergency, and above all a complete knowledge

141405



6 PREFACE

of the function of every part of the machine he

is driving.

In the few pages at disposal in a booklet of this

description it is, of course, impossible to convey fully

the details of more elaborate machines
;
and indeed

the complete subject of the modern car is so complex
that to attempt a brief description would merely
leave the reader in a hopeless tangle of uncertainty
on many points, whilst others would be quite a

mystery by reason of the technical terms of necessity

used but not thoroughly explained.

The object aimed at is rather a simple explanation
of the principles governing the action of the petrol

motor, and the manner in which the power so gener-

ated is utilised to propel the vehicle, together with a

few hints on control mechanism and driving ; enough,
in fact, to interest the elementary reader by starting

him with a clear understanding of the general subject,

so that the more elaborate text-books and master

works will be more easily assimilated by those

wishing to probe the depths of motor car design,

and also be equally useful to the embryo driver or

mechanic, by enabling him to assign the proper
functions of each part of the engine and the general

method of construction when inspecting a cycle

or car.

Chief attention has been directed to making clear

the principle of the petrol motor or engine itself,

for whereas transmission gearing and other outside

mechanism in cars varies with every different make,
the motor does not differ except in detail

;
hence as
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a study of the internal combustion motor, the model

may be a mere bicycle motor of 2 horse-power or a

car motor of 70 horse-power, the general principle

being the same in each.

This new means of locomotion not only provides

a new pleasure for the rich, but by means of the

motor bicycle or tricycle new possibilities are

opened to the man of most moderate means
; indeed,

the up-to-date motor cycle, which is capable of trans-

porting its owner over 100 miles per day from the

starting point at a cost for fuel, lubrication, etc., of

some fifteenpence or so, is procurable at a price

but slightly in excess of what would have been paid
for the ordinary pedal-propelled machine of similar

class some ten or twelve years ago.

In the compilation of this little brochure, the

writer has been assisted by, and is indebted to,

Messrs The Bowden Syndicate, of Baldwin's Gardens,

Gray's Inn Koad, London, E.G., for their permission
to reproduce the sectional view of the F.N. Engine

forming the frontispiece (fig. 1), they being the sole

agents for this country, and to the Motor Industries

Co., Great Marlboro Street, London, for the loan of

the block for fig. 12.

T. H. HAWLEY.



Fig. 1. Section of
" F.N." Cycle Motor.

(For key to this illustration seepage 23.)
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PETROL MOTORS
SIMPLY EXPLAINED

CHAPTER I

THE PRINCIPLES ON WHICH A PETROL

MOTOR WORKS

IT is not at all necessary to trace the history and

development of the petrol motor in order to under-

stand the modern engine, hence this part of the

subject need not be imposed on the reader
;
but those

having knowledge of the construction and working
of the ordinary

" Otto
"

orj" four-cycle
"

stationary

gas engine start with a considerable advantage on

the study of the petrol motor, because the principles

are identical in each, though the outer form and most

of the details have been varied and adapted to the

special purposes of road locomotion
;
therefore those

who have the opportunity of inspecting the stationary

engine at work and when dismembered may learn

much of use in connection with the petrol engine.

Coal gas and several other gases become explosive
when mixed with certain percentages of common air,

the percentage varying with the particular gas used,
9



10 PETROL MOTORS SIMPLY EXPLAINED

and in smaller degree with the character and

temperature of the atmosphere, so that a certain

gaseous mixture confined in a space (termed the

combustion chamber) will, if ignited, exert a

pressure in all directions due to the rapid rise of

temperature on combustion
;
and at this stage it may

be well to impress the fact that all internal

combustion motors are heat engines, i.e. the power
is primarily derived from the intensely rapid pro-

duction of heat at the instant of explosion ;
and it

should further be noted that the more rapid the

ignition and the more complete the combustion the

greater will be the power effect on the piston. To

effect this complete combustion the most important
factor is the correct mixture of gas and air

;
for if

the mixture be too rich in gas the complete charge
will not be consumed, or if extravagantly rich will

not even be explosive ;
on the other hand, if the

mixture should be too poor, a loss of power would

be found, or again the mixture be non-explosive.

A crude illustration of the basis of gas-engine or

motor construction may be given if a coffee canister

with tightly-fitting lid be imagined to be filled with

the explosive mixture and by some means the

contents ignited ;
the result would be that, the

pressure in all directions being equal, the lid would

be blown far away at the instant of explosion ;
but

if for that loose lid we substitute the harnessed

piston closely fitting the bore of a fixed cylinder,

the piston and its connecting rod being coupled to

a crank-axle as in ordinary steam-engine con-
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struction, then the explosion in the cylinder would

drive out the piston as far as the crank-pin would

allow it to go. Meanwhile the fly-wheel on the

engine crank-shaft would have gained momentum

enough to return the piston to its original position

by reason of the rotation of the crank-pin and

return movements of connecting rod, aided by the

opening of the exhaust valve. This experiment

would, however, merely show that power and motion

had been produced ;
but in order that useful work

may be done such motion must be continuous and

as nearly as possible regular, so that we may now
follow what happens on the return of the piston.

In actual practice there is always a certain amount
of back-pressure, due to the pressure in the cylinder
of unconsumed gases and the products of combustion,
which if not liberated would quickly use up the

momentum stored in the fly-wheel; hence at the

end of, or slightly before the completion of, the

power stroke, the exhaust valve is caused to open
and thus relieve the pressure on the returning

piston, the fly-wheel momentum being then sufficient

to return the piston to its initial position for re-

peating the power stroke. But it will be observed

that so far we have made no provision for intro-

ducing a fresh charge of the explosive mixture, and
it will therefore be necessary to introduce into the

cylinder or combustion chamber another valve,

termed the inlet valve; it is also obvious that

both inlet and exhaust valve must be arranged to

open at the correct time required to continue the
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progress of the piston in order to gain maximum

power from the explosions.

It is at this stage that the term "four-cycle"

engine may be explained ;
for in the description of

the first impulse and return of piston making one

complete revolution of crank-shaft we have the

piston returned to position to perform work but no

gas to continue with; if, however, the fly-wheel
momentum be sufficient to continue the piston

movement and the inlet valve be opened as the

piston passes the dead centre after having completed
the exhaust stroke (the latter valve now being

closed), the cylinder will be filled with new ex-

plosive, either by suction of the piston opening the

spring-controlled inlet valve, or by means of a

valve mechanically operated; and the fly-wheel

momentum still continuing, the piston will on its

second return journey highly compress the charge
of gas, as both valves now being closed there will

be no outlet for the imprisoned gas.

The term ' ' Otto cycle
"

or " four cycle
"

applies

to all motors in which the engine crank makes two

revolutions to one impulse or explosion or power
stroke

;
i.e. the piston makes two return trips along

the cylinder, each movement being termed a stroke,

so that there are four strokes to complete the cycle.

These strokes of the piston are, in order, termed

(1) the "suction," in which the outgoing piston

sucks in the explosive mixture, and so theoretically

should fill combustion chamber and cylinder with

an explosive mixture of gas and air
; (2) the " com-
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Fig. 2. Commencement of Suction Stroke.
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pression" stroke, on which the returning piston

(the valves being closed) packs up the gas under

considerable pressure into the small space known
as the combustion chamber

; (3) the firing or

"explosive" stroke, on which the piston is shot

forward like a bullet from a gun, and the fly-wheel

absorbing the shock, its momentum continues the

motion of the piston through the 4th or " exhaust
"

stroke, thus completing the
"
cycle

"
of events and

bringing the piston back to its original position.

The four operations completing the cycle will be

better understood by reference to figs. 2, 3, 4 and 5,

which are diagrams showing the position of the

crank-pin, piston, and exhaust valve at the four

points forming the complete cycle, the inlet valve

being omitted from the opening L L for clearness,

but shown separately in
fig. 8. In

fig.
2 the piston

is just commencing the suction stroke, gas is being

supplied by piston suction through a pipe from the

carburetter to the inlet valve, which would, in

actual construction, occupy the space devoted to the

arrows in fig. 2, and so to the engine as shown by
the arrows, the partial vacuum thus created in the

cylinder having the effect of opening the inlet valve,

the exhaust valve being closed. In the white space

forming the combustion chamber in fig.
2 the

dots shown are rather far apart, and are intended to

represent the always more or less incomplete charge
of explosive mixture, due to factors which we shall

explain later. Fig. 3 represents the cylinder fully

charged with gas, the piston having completed the
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Fig. 3. Commencement of Compression Stroke.
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suction stroke, both valves now being closed, as there

is no longer suction on the spring-controlled inlet

valve. Fig. 4 shows, by the dots being closer to-

gether, the compression of the gases has been com-

pleted, the ignition has been made, and the piston is

just starting on the power stroke. Fig. 5 shows the

position of affairs with the exhaust valve open and
the piston commencing its journey on the exhaust

stroke, the inlet valve, of course, being still closed.

In this diagram it will be noticed that the piston
has not as yet operated as an expelling medium, the

gathering together of the dots being due to the

pressure still remaining in the cylinder after com-

pletion of power stroke being considerably above

that of the outer atmosphere. The whole action,

thus simply described, is that the gas formed or

mixed in the carburetter is led through a pipe

communicating with the inlet valve which occupies
the top open space denoted at L, and admitting gas
to the combustion chamber B. As the piston C
moves outward by fly-wheel momentum, it draws

into the cylinder a more or less full charge of gas ;

the outward motion of the piston then ceasing by
having arrived at the turning-point, or " dead centre,"

of the crank-throw, the inlet valve at L closes by
reason of the automatic spring and the absence of

suction, and the first or charging stroke is completed.
In this operation the piston C, through the medium
of the connecting rod D, has driven the crank E and

so communicated motion to the engine shaft, on

which is mounted the fly-wheel F. In starting the
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Fig. 4. Completion of Compression Stroke.
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18 PETROL MOTORS SIMPLY EXPLAINED

engine it is of course necessary to complete the first

cycle of operations by means of the starting handle,

or, in the case of the motor bicycle, by pedalling a,

few turns, so that the gas shall be drawn in and the

first explosion caused, after which, with all in good

order, the action becomes automatic as described.

The piston having completed its outward stroke, the

momentum of the fly-wheel returns it and so the

compression stroke is completed, the effect being
that the piston C compresses the gas in B

;
and when

this compression is fully carried out by the piston

reaching the end of its return stroke, the ignition

spark, electrically produced, fires the compressed

charge of gas and air.
"]Je

method of ignition will

form subject-matter for a special chapter ;
in the

meantime it may be said that the mechanism

permits of the exact period or instant of firing

the charge being varied according to the speed of

the engine, and by which economy of fuel (petrol),

variation of speed, and general elasticity in driving

are secured.

The student of the subject should also at this

stage recognise something of the importance of

compression ; indeed, so important is the proper

compression of the gas that all four-cycle motors

depend chiefly on this factor for the actual power

given out, and in most cases loss of power is trace-

able to loss of compression. Reverting to the action

of the engine after the completion of the explosion

stroke, fly-wheel momentum again drives the piston

to the original position; meantime opening of the
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Fig. 5. Commencement of Exhaust Stroke.
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exhaust valve is effected mechanically by a cam G
(fig. 5) mounted on the half-speed shaft in gear with

the engine shaft in the ratio of two to one, so that^
the cam comes into action once to two revolutions

of the engine shaft, and is so shaped and its position

fixed that the exhaust valve is opened and closed

at the precise moment required to ensure highest

engine efficiency. Another cam, mounted on the

same shaft, and in most of the more modern engines

being formed in one piece with that operating the

exhaust, is the ignition cam which actuates the

contact breaker for opening and closing the electric

circuit, a further arrangement incorporated in the

contact breaker enabling the operator to
" advance

"

or " retard
"

the ignition spark in relation to the

piston position, as it is necessary at starting or when

running slow that the spark should be "
late," or

should not occur until the piston has turned the

dead centre on the compression stroke, otherwise the

explosion would tend to drive the piston in the

reverse direction. But when the motor has gained
momentum and the piston is travelling at high

speed, the speed of the engine and thus the

machine may be further increased by "advancing"
the spark that is, producing the spark somewhat

before the piston has completed the compres-
sion stroke

;
for although ignition by electric spark

is extremely rapid, a small fraction of time is

occupied in inflaming the gases, and, this being
constant whilst the piston speed varies, it is neces-

sary, in order to get the best results, that the spark
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may be varied at the will of the operator according
to engine or piston speed.

The various mechanisms by which this and other

operations are conducted will be described in due

course. In the moantime, and to assist the under-

standing of further description of operations, the

student should make himself familiar with the

names and arrangements of the various parts com-

prising the complete engine, the frontispiece, fig. .1,

being an excellent model for this purpose.
This illustration is a sectional view of the well-

known F.N. bicycle motor made by the Fabrique
Rationale d'Armes de Guerre, Herstal, Belgium;
and though some of the details are peculiar to this

engine, the design as a whole represents the best

modern practice in this type of light high speed
motor. The name parts also will apply to any
petrol motor of whatever size or make, and in

general the arrangement of essential parts does

not differ.

No. 1 is the cylinder with radiating webs for air

cooling, in which the piston 24 works
;
and at 28

are seen three spring piston rings for maintaining
a gas-tight yet sliding fit to the cylinder wall.

23 is the connecting rod, the upper end being

pivoted to a cross pin, termed the "
gudgeon pin,"

at 25, the other extremity taking bearing on

the crank-pin 29. The fly-wheels are two in

number and connected together by the crank-pin,

the illustration showing the left-hand fly-wheel 22

enclosed in the crank case 3, which, as shown, is in
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two halves, divided vertically in the centre, the two

being connected by six bolts through lugs 9, 10, etc.,

the fly-wheels almost fitting the crank case in each

direction, and the space between giving the merest

shade of safe clearance to the connecting rod. The

dotted circles 50, 51, and 52 represent the timing

gear, 50 being a 17-tooth pinion on engine meshing
with 51, which is a 48-tooth gear mounted on an

idle spindle termed the intermediate shaft, this gear
in turn being in mesh at 52, which is a 34-tooth

gear mounted on the two-to-one gear shaft, and

operated by 50 through the medium of 51, so that

for each complete revolution of 52 the engine shaft

with the pinion 50 must make two revolutions. The

gear wheel 52 is mounted on cam shaft 53, with the

cam shown in position just in contact with a roller

57 mounted on the end of a lever for the purpose of

lifting the exhaust valve, this lever being mounted on

an axle at 59, and extended through the casing at 60

for the purpose of enabling the driver to at any time

raise the exhaust valve and retain it open at will when
it is desired to rob the engine of power momentarily,
as in driving in traffic or running down hill.

The carburetter seen on the left receives petrol

from the supply tank and delivers gas already mixed

with the requisite proportion of air to the inlet

valve- 30 by way of the top copper tube numbered

168, after performing the four operations com-

pleting the cycle of events, during the latter of which

the products of combustion are passed by the exhaust

valve 43.
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The following is a complete key to the parts
shown numbered on frontispiece :

1 Cylinder.
3 Left crank case.

9 Crank case screws.

10 Silencer screw.

14 Motor clip.

15 Motor clip screw.

16 Cylinder top screw.

1GA Cylinder top screw joint.

22 Left fly-wheel.

24 Piston.

25 Piston pin.

28 Piston rings.

29 Crank-pin.
30 Inlet valve.

31 Inlet valve cup.
32 Inlet valve cup spring.

33 Inlet valve seat.

34 Inlet valve wedge.
35 Inlet pipe.

36 Inlet pipe nut.

37 Inlet pipe washer.

38 Cover plate.

40 Cover plate screw.

41 Inlet tube nut.

42 Exhaust valve guide.

43 Exhaust valve.

44 Exhaust valve spring.

45 Exhaust valve cup.

46 Exhaust valve spring re-

tainer.

47 Exhaust valve rod.

48 Exhaust tube joining.

49 Exhaust tube nut.

50 17- tooth gear.

51 Intermediate 48-tooth gear.

52 34-tooth gear.

53 Cam shaft.

56, 57 Valve lifter with roller.

58 Roller pin.

59 Exhaust valve raising pivot.
60 Lever for operating exhaust.

62 Crank case pressure regu-

lator.

65 Crank case pressure regu-
lator tube.

92 Carburetter connection.

168 Suction tube.

169 Hot air funnel.

170 Funnel sieve.

172 Crank case cup.



CHAPTER II

THE TIMING GEAR, VALVE ACTION, CYLINDER

COOLING, ETC.

THE correct working of the timing gear is one of the

most important matters controlling the efficiency of

the petrol motor
;
and unless well made and properly

set, the engine cannot possibly give its proper power,
no matter how excellent the rest of the mechanism

may be, so that the student should make himself

thoroughly acquainted with its construction, function,

and re-setting or adjustment in case of derangement.
It was briefly described in the previous chapter

as consisting of a train of gear wheels connecting
the engine shaft with an auxiliary shaft in such a

manner that the latter sometimes called the half-

speed or the two-to-one shaft makes but one

revolution whilst the engine shaft makes exactly

two. In the most simple form of engine this half-

speed shaft has keyed to it a cam suitably placed for

operating the exhaust valve (see 53 in fig. 1, and

G in figs. 2, 3, 4, 5). This cam is so shaped that

it comes into action and commences to open the

exhaust valve somewhat before the piston has

reached the end of the power or explosive stroke,

24
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being so formed and placed that it goes out of

action and allows the valve to return to its seat

under the action of the spring shown between 42

and 45 in fig.
1 at the precise instant that the

piston completes the ex-

haust stroke. The shape
of the cam, as well as its

position on the shaft, has

a considerable bearing
on the efficiency of the

engine, for the ideal valve

would open instantly, re-

main fully open during
the whole of the exhaust

stroke, and then instantly

close
;
but in actual prac-

tice those conditions can

be approximated only,

the shape of the best-

designed cam taking an

appreciable amount of

time to open the valve

and corresponding time

to close it. A detached

diagram showing the for-
Fig . 6 .-Exhaust Valve Action,

mation and action of the

exhaust cam is shown in fig. 6, which will make it

clear that the valve-lifting stem S being held down
to the cam face F by spring pressure, the motion of

the valve itself will be controlled by the shape or

outline of the cam C
; and, as previously pointed out,
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this cam being part and parcel of the secondary or

half-speed shaft X, it revolves once only to two

revolutions of engine shaft Z, and its periphery is

so shaped that the lifting portion C is in operation

through about one-half of the revolution, or one-

fourth of the engine cycle of operations ; this, of

course, being during the period of exhaust, or the

last phase completing the cycle.

Figs. 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 should also be studied in

this connection, and the action will be made clearer

still by fig. 7, in which the cam is seen at Y, the half-

speed shaft K, the exhaust valve stem at C and the

lifter at C2
, guides at a and 6, and the control spring

at V.

The correct time for the exhaust valve to open is

when the piston has completed from seven-eighths
to nine-tenths of the explosive stroke, and it should

close exactly the piston reaches the end of the exhaust

stroke, otherwise the charge of gas for the follow-

ing power stroke would be deficient in quantity.

Mounted on the same half-speed shaft as the exhaust

cam is another cam, termed the ignition cam, whose

function it is to close the electric circuit at the

proper moment to fire the charge.

This cam comes into action once in every four

reciprocations of the piston, but whereas the exhaust

cam does its work during the fourth movement, the

ignition cam operates during the third
;
but by suit-

able mechanism to be described, the exact time of

closing the circuit in relation to piston position may
be varied. It will now be seen that the two earns



Fig. 7. Section

showing Valve Cam
Action, etc.
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on the half-speed shaft provide (if the connecting

gear wheels are meshed together in proper position)

for the correct period of firing the charge or third

operation, and exhausting products of combustion on

fourth operation. Let us, then, investigate first and

second operations.

The first or charging, or, as sometimes termed, the

suction stroke, may be automatic as to the entry of

Fig. 8. Automatic Inlet Valve.

gas by suction of piston, or it may be mechanically
controlled by a cam and spring in the same manner

as the exhaust valve. The former, or automatic

suction valve, is shown in fig. 8, in which A is the

valve proper, B the seating, C the outside cage or

body, and D a very flexible spring in compression
with just power enough to close the valve firmly

when there is no suction action from the piston, as

during the compression, power, and exhaust strokes,

yet opening quickly to the piston suction and pres-
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sure of outer atmosphere on its active or charging
stroke.

Theoretically, this valve, like the exhaust, should

open wide immediately its period for opening is

reached, which is, when the piston commences the

suction stroke to draw in gas, and should remain

fully open until the piston stroke is completed ;
but

there are various causes preventing this ideal action.

In the first place, a spring too strong will make
the valve open late and close too soon, or a spring
too weak may not close properly at all, or rather

not until a serious proportion of the gas drawn in

has been driven back by the piston on commencing
its compression stroke.

Another point urged against this form of valve is

that when the combustion chamber gets very hot,

and the valve opens, the first rush of gas instantly

expands to such an extent that the back-pressure
tends to completely stop or seriously throttle the

further inflow of gas, with the result that by the

time the piston commences the return or compres-
sion stroke there is little gas to compress, and the

following working or power stroke is correspondingly
weak by reason of the double loss due to loss of fuel

and ratio of compression.
The mechanically-controlled inlet valve is bound

to open and close at a definite time, and remain open
for a certain period, this being its greatest advantage
over the automatic or spring-controlled valve

;
but

this, of course, does not prevent back-pressure in the

cylinder, due either to overheating or unexpelled
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pressure of incomplete combustion, or to premature

closing of the exhaust valve. The MOV makes its

best point when the engine is running slowly. In

the case of the suction valve, when the piston drops
below a certain speed the suction is insufficient to

open the valve wide enough to take in* ft working

charge of gas, and if there should be any leakage at

either valve, inlet, or exhaust, or past the piston itself,

this fault is aggravated ;
so that on the whole the

mechanical inlet is, in the writer's opinion, prefer-

able, especially on single-cylinder engines and such

machines as motor bicycles not fitted with change-

speed gearing.
The action of the mechanical inlet valve will be

readily understood by reference to fig. 9, in which

b is the inlet valve and h the exhaust. This also

makes clear one very simple arrangement of the

gear wheels working the half-speed shafts, though
the cams are not shown. P is a pinion fixed to the

engine shaft and in engagement with the two gears

S and S', which have double the number of teeth on

P. So that whilst P is making two revolutions,

S and S' make one only. On the spindle S the inlet

cam is shaped and disposed so that the valve opens

quickly at the same instant that the exhaust closes, and

remains open until the charging stroke is completed;
and it should be emphasised that the slightest devia-

tion from this will mean loss of power, for if the

valve should open before the piston has completed
the exhaust stroke, there would be a back-pressure

retarding the inflow of gas ;
whilst if the inlet valve



Fig. 9. Timing
Gear and Mechanical
Inlet.

;n
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should dose too early, the charge in the cylinder
would be robbed of quantity ;

or again, if it closed

too late, there would be a loss of power due to loss

of compression, because a portion of the charge
would be forced back through the inlet. In any
case, but especially where both valves are. mechani-

cally operated, it will be seen that it is of the utmost

importance that the timing gear should not only be

originally correctly set, but afterwards maintained;
for after considerable service it will be found that

the valve gearing is slightly out of time through

general wear and tear of the parts, especially of the

working surfaces of the cams and the lifting rods,

also by alteration in length of valve stems due to

grinding in the valves repeatedly, so that to main-

tain full efficiency of the engine this timing of the

valves must be tested at suitable intervals; and

particularly it should be noted that there is at all

times a clearance of about ^% n(̂ ^ an inch between

valve lifter and valve stem C2 and C in
fig. 7.

Cylinder cooling is another matter of great im-

portance to the proper working of the engine.

When the engine is run at its maximum speed and

on a full charge of gas, heat would be produced much
more rapidly than it could be dissipated by the mere

expansion and exhaust, until a stage would be quickly

arrived at where the cylinder would be all but red-

hot and any known lubricant would be burnt up,

thus adding the heat of friction to the heat generated

by combustion.

The internal combustion motor has been described
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as a heat engine, from which the novice might be

excused for assuming that the greater the heat

the greater the power. On paper this is so, but in

practice it has so far been found impossible to

utilise or dissipate the whole of the heat of com-

bustion in the small time between one explosion and

another i.e. that whilst the heat is generated practi-

cally instantaneously on ignition of the gas, its

diffusion takes up some time
;
and as working condi-

tions do not permit us to utilise the whole of the

heat of combustion, we have to waste a considerable

amount of energy in order to keep the cylinder

walls down to a temperature at which lubrication is

possible. If all the heat of combustion could be

extracted in the shape of useful work on the piston,

the loud noise made on exhaust to which we are

accustomed would not exist, because this noise is

caused by the sudden liberation of unused force

when the exhaust valve is opened, the noise being

really caused by the difference between the pressure

remaining in the cylinder at the end of the working
stroke and that of the outer atmosphere. Conse-

quently, as all the heat value and resulting pressure

cannot be utilised on actual work, it makes little

matter if we cool the cylinder down to a workable

condition as to lubrication, for any heat loss in this

direction is merely deducted from the pressure of

exhaust, the initial temperature at the moment of

ignition being quick enough to look after itself.

The method of cooling may be by air or water, and

air-cooling may be by simple radiation or by a forced

3
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draught from a fan or scoop or other contrivance

arranged to supply a current of cold air to the out-

side of the cylinder and combustion chamber.

Water-cooling is effected by causing a constantly

moving or circulating body of water to flow through
an outer chamber or "

jacket
"

surrounding the

cylinder and combustion chamber.

In the simple form of air-cooled motor as used

on bicycles the cooling effect is obtained by casting
the cylinder and head with radiating webs or fins,

which by conduction draw away the heat from the

cylinder proper. These radiating webs are seen pro-

jecting from the cylinder sides in h'gs. 1
, 7 and 9.

The drawback to air-cooling for an engine of

considerable power is that under normal conditions

the heat is generated and piled up quicker than it

can be dissipated by conduction through air contact

alone, and this state of affairs is rapidly aggravated
whenever the machine is called upon to climb a

rather steep hill, because then it is necessary to

give the engine more gas, which means more heat
;

and at the same time the progression through the

surrounding air being slower, the cooling effect is

vastly diminished.

Thus for big-powered engines to take all kinds of

roads, water cooling is a necessity ;
and water-cooling,

to be effective, must be continually circulating, though
this does not mean that the cylinder is to be always
surrounded by cold water, for as a matter of fact, if

the cylinder is alv:ays jacketed with water, it cannot

overheat, because experience has taught us that the
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boiling point of water is a cool, comfortable tempera-
ture for the working parts of tbe internal combustion

motor. The general arrangement of the water-jacket
will be seen in the sectional drawings figs. 2, 3, 4, 5,

in which the white space J J surrounding the thick

black lines is the water-jacket formed either by a

separate casing of copper, or other metal, but more

generally being cast in one with the cylinder, the

advantage of the one-piece casting being absence of

leakage, whilst for the separate casing may be

claimed higher cooling efficiency, lighter weight, and

lower cost of renewal should it be found necessary
to fit a new cylinder.

In big cars fitted with high-powered multi-cylinder

engines tbe weight of water for cooling purposes
which must be carried on the car is an item of

importance, hence the radiator is extensively em-

ployed, not only to merely lower the temperature of

the circulating water, but to reduce the quantity
and weight of water necessary to be carried.

The radiator consists generally of a number of

copper pipes made up into one continuous length and

placed in circuit with water tank and engine, the

cooling effect being increased by the fitting to the

whole length of the radiating piping a closely-

assembled series of fins of corrugated form calcu-

lated to catch the maximum amount of air, and by
conduction carry off the heat of the water flowing

through the radiating pipes.

The circulation of the cooling water is generally

ensured by using some form of pump centrifugal,
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rotary, or direct-acting ; though in some small

voiturettes and in most water-cooled motor tricycles

or til-cars, thermo-syphon or self-acting circulation

is relied on, the water tank being placed well above

the engine level to ensure a gravity feed, and

the return flowr

being due to the known "fact that

the hottest water will rise to the top. The object,

in any case, is to supply the water-jacket with a

constantly changing body of moderately - cooled

water, as should the circulation cease, the heat of

combustion would quickly empty the water-jacket

by turning the water into steam at considerable

pressure. In a well-designed water-cooling system
the water tank is carried well above the level of the

engine, the radiators being arranged preferably
below the tank, the chief object, however, being to

place the radiator where it will receive the maximum

cooling effect from the rush of air due to the motion

of the car.

The simple gravity or thermo-syphon water circu-

lation works on the principle that hot water always
rises to the top. Thus if a closed circuit is estab-

lished with the feed tank above the level of the

engine, and the whole system is filled up with water,

the hot water rises up one pipe and the cylinder is

cooled by the cold flow from the tank. The point
of greatest heat in a petrol motor is the vicinity of

the exhaust valve, so that the cold flow is gener-

ally arranged to enter somewhere near that point,

or to pass that point before it becomes highly

heated, the positions of inlet and outlet where the
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circulation is on the thermo system being somewhat

exacting.

The flow would be from bottom of water tank to

bottom of engine casing or water-jacket, and the

return flow from top of engine to a point nearly at

top of water tank, it being important, however, that

this return pipe should at all times deliver under

the surface of the water in the tank, or that the

level of the water in the tank should never fall

below a point at which the return flow pipe is fully

covered. With forced circulation by pump the

arrangements may be varied somewhat to suit con-

venience, but the best position for the pump is the

point in the circuit where the water is coolest, which

would be on the supply pipe to engine, the water at

this stage having been returned to the tank and

cooled by passing through the radiators or coolers.

It is highly important that circulation should be

maintained, or the piston may seize through im-

perfect lubrication, due to overheating; and on some

of the big cars gauges are carried on the dashboard

to show whether the water is circulating properly
or not.

Water-cooling has not yet been successfully

applied to the motor bicycle by reason of the

difficulty of finding room for the apparatus, and the

disadvantages due to the added weight of the water

and its containing tank
; nothing less than two

gallons being of use in the absence of assistance

from elaborate radiators, for which there is no accom-

modation on the bicycle.



CHAPTER III.

THE CARBURATIOX OF PETROL.

PETROL spirit as used for motor car work is a double

distilled deodorised spirit of '680 specific gravity,
derived from petroleum.

Petrol at this specific gravity is a very pure hydro-

carbon, and will volatise very readily, leaving no

gummy deposit in the cylinders or valves
; latterly,

however, there has been some difficulty in procuring

spirit of this specific gravity, and many dealers have

been unable to supply anything lighter than '700

specific gravity, which does not so readily vaporise
at ordinary temperatures as the lighter spirit, so

that for efficiency and certainty of action it is pre-
ferable to procure the lighter spirit whenever possible,

even at a slightly higher price.

The greatest care should be exercised in the

storage of petrol, not only because of the danger
of approaching an open can with a naked light,

but because if a can be left with the stopper out,

the rapid evaporation quickly deteriorates the ex-

plosive value of the contents of the vessel.

There is no more danger in storing a large

quantity of petrol than a small quantity if kept in

38
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a suitable place, and for private owners the sealed

gallon or two-gallon cans form the most suitable

means of storage.

On the motor car or cycle the petrol is carried

in a tank of suitable size, usually capable of carry-

ing the vehicle from 100 miles to 200 miles on one

charge, a rough calculation for the motor bicycle

being 100 miles to the gallon, though it is obvious

that this is dependent on the state of the roads,

hilly nature of the country, etc., also on the skill

of the driver
;
but under test trial conditions as

much as 160 miles on a bicycle have been covered

on one gallon of petrol costing a shilling.. In small

car work, say from 5 to 8 horse-power, about 45 to

50 miles per gallon is considered a good average
in ordinary running, though here again on special

tests these figures have been badly beaten.

We may now proceed to the practical method

of utilising this petrol spirit, which is the motive

power operating the engine and propelling the

vehicle. Petrol in itself is not explosive, nor even

inflammable, until it comes in contact and mixes

with air or with oxygen. Thus if it were possible

to introduce a light or electric spark into a tin full

up to the bung with petrol, nothing would happen

except that the light would be put out. If, however,
the can should be three parts empty and a lighted
match be applied to the bung-hole, the contents

would be instantly ignited, by reason of the three

parts of air contained in the tin
;
but with this

proportion of air it is unlikely that an explosion
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would occur, as the proportion of air would be

insufficient and constantly getting less as ignition

consumed the air in the can.

The explosive range is something like from 8

parts of air to 1 of gas up to 12 or 13 of air,

hut this depends on the state of the atnfosphere
and the density of the petrol, about 9 of air to

1 of gas giving the best general average at normal

temperature.
The carburetter or mixer, sometimes termed the

vapouriser, is the arrangement for mixing the gas

vapour with the required quantity of air and deliver-

ing the proper quantity of correct explosive mixture

to the engine according to the speed and power called

for. The complete list of requirements in an up-to-

date carburetter would be as follows: 1st, An
automatic petrol feed in which the quantity of petrol

supplied is neither more nor less than the engine calls

for at the moment
; 2nd, the conversion of the liquid

petrol into a rich gaseous vapour and a mixture of

gas and common air
; 3rd, to thoroughly mix or

"
pulverise

"
this vapour with the requisite quantity

of pure air to form the most effective explosive ;

4th, to automatically regulate the supply of free air

according to the temperature of the atmosphere
and the speed of the engine piston ; 5th, should

also be fitted with a tap or throttle valve oper-

ated by hand from the steering wheel, and acting

exactly as an ordinary house gas-tap, so that a mere

whiff of explosive may be sent into the engine when

running on easy down-grades, or the full gas given
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when climbing steep hills
;
this throttle may, however,

be a separate device placed anywhere between the

carburetter and the engine inlet valve
; 6th, the car-

buretter should be provided with an extra air inlet

controlled by the driver, the object of this being
that after the engine gets warmed up, and in hot-

summer weather, an economy of petrol may be

effected by giving the mixture more air than is

supplied by the automatic mixing valve; 7th, in

very cold weather it is sometimes difficult to set

the engines running, and to aid this, a pipe should

be fitted from the engine exhaust pipe or silencer

to supply heat to the carburetter, such pipe being
fitted with a tap enabling the driver to shut off the

hot air when the engine has picked up power.
The modern carburetter, in which all these func-

tions are combined, is a somewhat intricate thing for

the beginner to thoroughly understand, unless he

works up gradually from the simple devices to get a

grip of the principle. Once that is obtained he will be

able to follow the action of the more intricate affairs,

for although their number is legion and impossible
of description individually, it will be found that in

each the inventor has sought to attain more or less

of the objects enumerated.

A crude form of carburetter would be any kind of

closed vessel with three openings into it each con-

trolled by a tap or valve No. 1 to admit a variable

flow of petrol, No. 2 a variable quantity of air, No. 3

to pass on to engine a variable quantity of gas and

air mixture. A tank so made and with petrol enough
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to occupy one-eighth of its cubic capacity would, if well

agitated, have the remainder of its capacity filled with

a fairly correct explosive mixture which would work

all right so long as it lasted and with the air inlet

closed, but as the engine uses up the tank of gas it

is necessary to provide a constant new supply*

K

Fig. 10. Surface Carburetter.

What is known as a " surface
"

carburetter is

simply a tank as described, but in which arrangement
is made for drawing the incoming air either over or

through the petrol. Fig. 10 shows about the most-

simple form of surface carburetter; the diagram is

a section of a tank such as might be found on a
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motor bicycle. It will be seen to be divided by
an inner partition ;

this upper and inner portion

provides the petrol storage, the under part being
the carburetter proper.

Petrol is admitted from upper to lower compart-
ment at intervals as required by turning the milled

nut M, which actuates the conical valve L, which is

shown open, the carburetter working best when the

petrol is about the level shown, at which point the

valve should be closed until the float rod K shows

that more petrol is required.

The air supply comes in through holes F in the

air-shaft which passes through the petrol tank and

to the bottom of the carburetter, a series of holes

H H H being drilled at the lower end. The air

admitted at F may be controlled by a revolving cap
more or less covering up the holes.

As the engine suction draws in air it flows out

of the holes H 1 1 H and bubbles up to the surface

of the petrol highly charged with vapour, passing

along the surface of the petrol up the side shaft to

the mixing chamber J.

It should also be observed that the whole of the

petrol surface is covered by air which becomes richly

charged with vapour by the time it reaches J, which

is a double cylinder with closed ends but communi-

cating in the centre, one cylinder communicating
with outer air and the other with the supply pipe to

engine. Holes cut in the top of the tank and in

the outer casing of the twin tap or mixing chamber

J, afford communication through the two cylinders,
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actuated by small levers. The first of these may
be termed the "

quality
"

chamber, and at opposite
diameters holes are drilled at the top of the tank

and the top of the casing, in which the cylinder is

movable. At the portion of the cylinder surface

covering these holes a slot as wide as the hoies is

cut away through nearly half the diameter of the

cylinder, so that when in one position the slot in

cylinder coinciding communicates with the outer

atmosphere and the maximum quantity of air would

be drawn in, at the same time the gas outlet from

carburetter would be almost closed, giving the

minimum amount of gas. By drawing back the

lever the air-hole is decreased in area and at the

same time the gas outlet is enlarged ;
thus a fine

regulation of the proportion of gas and air is

obtained.

The other half of the cylinder is in communication

with the tank by means of holes corresponding in

size, so that by a forward or backward motion of the

controlling lever these holes may be made to more

or less coincide or be shut off from communication

altogether. This is best described as the "
quantity"

tap, dealing as it does with the quantity of already

correctly-mixed explosive which is allowed to pass

onward to the engine.

It is not intended to elaborate the description

of the various forms of surface carburetters, as

except for a few makes of motor bicycles the type
has no champions and is generally considered

already obsolete, but it nevertheless acts as an
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excellent stepping-stone to the study of the more
intricate but more efficient

"
spray

"
carburetter.

Some of the reasons which may be advanced

against the surface type are : It is wasteful of petrol

when not in use, as any petrol left in the lower

portion or carburetter proper quickly deteriorates

and has to be thrown away ;
in travelling over rough

road the petrol is flung about and seriously interferes

with regular carburation
;
the needle valve is liable

to leak and so flood the carburetter from the tank

above, in which case the surface exposure to air is

lost and insufficient gas formed
;

these conditions

call for a constant variation of the position of the

mixture and quantity levers. Unless the correct

mixture and quantity can be maintained, the engine
is almost sure to suffer from overheating with all its

attendant troubles
;
at the same time an extravagant

consumption of petrol is going on.

The "
spray

"
carburetter, as the name would

suggest, sprays the liquid petrol through a small

hole or minute slits into an air chamber or mixing

chamber, where the mixture is perfected before

passing through the throttle valve on its way to the

valve by which it is admitted to the combustion

chamber of the engine. In these few words we have

the basis of the spray type of carburetter, and the

student need only imagine an ordinary scent spray
with its nozzle connected to a small chamber filled

with air to at once grasp the idea in crude form.

The spray type of carburetter is quite a small affair

in itself, the petrol being carried in a separate tank
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and conducted to the carburetter through a small tube,

the tank being fitted with a stop-cock for shutting off

the supply when the vehicle is not in use. The tank

being made airtight by closing the air inlet, the petrol

is preserved against loss by evaporisation.
"
Spray

"
carburetters are sometimes spoken e.f as

"Float feed," or again as "Atomisers," but the

various terms will apply to most makes as to general

principles, for most "
sprays

"
are

"
float

"
fed, and all

are atomisers.

Fig. 11 will make clear the principle on which

most carburetters of this class work, the drawing

being a simplified diagram of the F.N.
,
as shown to

the left of fig. 1. The petrol is fed from the tank

above by gravity to the orifice A and to the float

chamber B, until the spirit reaches a level which

closes the needle valve V, as shown by raising the

float F, which is a light brass box or cylinder con-

nected to the needle valve through the medium of

the weighted lever arms PP with weighted ends

WW working on a collar C, so that when the float

is raised to the height shown the petrol supply is

cut off until, the engine having used up some of the

petrol, the float falls, the weights W follow the float,

and so open the needle valve admitting more petrol.

This action continues automatically, so that whether

the engine is making 1000 or 2000 revolutions the

float continues to admit just as much petrol as is

required to maintain the feed. From the float

chamber the petrol is drawn through a passage E by

engine suction into the spray tube S, which in this
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case is a single-hole spray which breaks up or

sprays the spirit into the mixing chamber M, which

is open at the bottom end, and so sucks in air at R,

connected to a gauze-covered funnel or scoop placed
near the engine in order to warm the incoming air

;

this will be seen at 169 in fig.
1. An extra air

ig. 11. Float Feed Spray Carburetter.

inlet is provided at O, but except in very hot

weather it is not necessary to open this.

The spray from S impinges on an inverted cone,

not shown in this diagram but clearly traceable in

fig. 1, the object of this being to further break up
the liquid particles by the baffle plate action de-

flecting the upward tendency of the spray and
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throwing it down to meet the rush of incoming air

from R, so that the atomising is complete by the time

the mixture reaches the upper end of M. The flap T
is ^he throttle operated from the handle-bar or steer-

ing wheel, and simply regulates the amount of gas

passing to the engine ;
it consists of a disc pivoted

at the centre at opposite sides, and is shown about

a quarter open.

The Longuemare carburetter is by far the most

popular, and in extensive use throughout the whole

automobile world. It is made in various patterns
and sizes to suit anything from a 1J horse-power
motor bicycle to a 100 horse-power racing car.

The principle is the same as described above.

There is the float feed ensuring automatic petrol

supply and a spray action into the mixing chamber
;

but whereas the F.N. spray is a single jet, the

Longuemare spray is through a series of slits formed

on the outer surface of a cone, the spray being
heated and deflected from the straight onward path

by a combined baffle plate and chamber with lower

end open, compelling the uprising gas to descend

and proceed on its way through the mixing chamber

proper and through a perforated disc, which further

assists the breaking-up of liquid petrol and the com-

pletion of the pulverising process. This carburetter

as described is of the most advanced type, and

provides for the following : 1st, An automatic supply
of petrol controlled by float feed; 2nd, a variable

supply of gas due to (a) the number of slits in the

spray chimney, and (6) the carburation or mixture
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key; 3rd, vuria'-le evpp
'

,u of eases by controlled

hot-air jacket; 4th, au , -utic supply of air to

accord with the gas supply and so feed the engine
whatever the speed ; 5th, the further refinement of

a secondary or auxiliary air supply for reducing the

Petrol.

Pure air

entry.

Hot air from exhaust.

Fig. 12. Section of new pattern Longuemare Carburetter.

richness of the mixture to the lowest explosive' point
when necessary.

This carburetter is shown in section in
fig. 12, the

petrol entering at I, proceeding by piston suction

through H to the float chamber A, and lifting the

float B, which in turn shuts the needle valve F
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when the supply of petrol is sufficient to provide
for the needs of the engine at the time.

From the float chamber the petrol, still in liquid

form, is sucked through a narrow passage to M, and is

then drawn through the slits between L and N", where

it is intimately mixed with the warm air and further

amalgamated by passage through a perforated disc.

The upper chamber R delivers explosive mixture

direct to the cylinder through the passage Y, the

mixture being regulated by the spring-controlled
disc S, and the quantity admitted to the engine

by the perforated disc T, which is operated by the

driver.

The following is a full description of the parts of

the Longuemare carburetter as illustrated, and this

type is what would be employed on tri-cars, etc.,

but with minor variations serves equally the motor

bicycle or car.

KEY TO FIG. 12.

A Outside shell of constant N Throttle tube.

level. R Gas chamber.

B Float. Co Cover of carburator.

C Cover of constant level. S Spring controlled vari-

D Plug of constant level. able air inlet.

E Piston spring. T Regulating disc for

F Inlet plug for spirit. quantity.
GG Balance levers. U Joint in communication

H Coned filter joint. with the exhaust.

I Coned joint conducting VV Heating chamber.

spirit. X Inlet for pure air.

J Outlet plug. Y Outlet for explosive mix-

K Air chamber. ture.

L Spray chimney. Z Plug support.

MM Spirit chamber.
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To the student who wishes to become an expert

driver, the study of carburetter action is of vital

importance, because in great measure not only the

economy but the efficiency is largely dependent on

the proper manipulation, of the carburetter.



CHAPTER IV

IGNITION METHODS

HAVING arranged by means of the apparatus called

the carburetter for an adequate supply of explosive
mixture of gas and common air, we must next deal

with the problem of firing or igniting this com-

pressed charge of gas boxed up in the combustion

chamber of the engine.
In earlier patterns of stationary gas engines, and

also in road vehicles, the ignition was by flame or live

tube, but as this method of ignition is now obsolete

it is useless discussing the pros and cons. Motor
car ignition to-day is exclusively electric, but there

are one or two, or even three, ways of employing

electricity as the firing agent.

The magneto method is entirely mechanical, and

may be briefly described as consisting of a small

dynamo with fixed magnetic field or permanent

magnets, the current being generated by power from

the motor itself.

In the original magneto method the current was

a low-tension one, and called for special adaptations
in the engine to suit this method of ignition, the

make and break of circuit necessary to produce the

52
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firing spark being a trigger-like action between two

points, one of which was insulated from the metal of

the engine, the movement being mechanical and

operated from the main engine shaft.

The magneto or dynamo method of ignition is

now arranged to give a high-tension current and

utilising the ordinary sparking plug, consequently
no special engine construction is called for, and

existing vehicles may be fitted with this system
without expensive alterations. The best known and

most successful apparatus for this form of ignition

are the magnetos of Sirnms - Bosch and the

Eisemann, the latter requiring the services of the

induction coil.

By far the most popular, however, is the high-
tension or battery method, in which a low-tension

current generated by a chemical battery, or stored

and drawn from an accumulator or storage battery,

is transformed by means of an induction coil into a

current of extremely high voltage, and consequently

possessing the power to overcome high resistances

such as that formed by the air-gap at the sparking

plug points.

The whole object of the ignition system is of

course the firing of the compressed charge at the

exact moment when the power generated by the

explosion has the greatest value, and thi&\ moment
is not a constant one, for it varies with the engine

speed, the road gradient, and in a lesser degree with

the state of the atmosphere.

Perhaps the quickest way to make the matter
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clear to the lay mind will be to work backward
from the sparking plug, the usual construction of

which is made clear in the sectional illustration

fig. 33, in which the outer body is of steel and
the inner body of porcelain or other high insulating
medium.

Through the centre of the porcelain is seen the

positive wire, which by the wing nut is connected
to the discharging point of the induction coil

;
the

other wire seen fixed in the outer body forms the

Fig. 13. Sparking Plug (De Dion type).

' ' earth
' '

or return circuit for the current on dis-

charge, the metal of the engine and the vehicle

being employed in place of a return wire.

The gap between the two wires is the spark gap,

the air resistance causing the electric current, when
of sufficient strength to overcome this resistance, to

give forth a brilliant flaming spark, and so igniting
the charge in the combustion chamber of the engine
into which the sparking plug is screwed.

The unfailing production of this firing spark,
which may be called for as many as 2000 times per

minute, is one of the chief troubles of the practical
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motorist
;
for shortage of current, an irregularity in

adjustment here and there, will cause certain failure.

The distance apart of the spark plug points is a

matter of importance, as although with an induction

coil which gives a half-inch spark in open air no

spark may occur in the presence of highly com-

pressed gases, if the points are further than ^ inch

apart ; indeed, the safest adjustment is about the

thickness of an ordinary visiting card.

Now let us see how this spark is produced. First

of all we must have some source of electrical energy
on the vehicle, and in the system now being de-

scribed this usually consists of one or more sets of

accumulators or storage batteries. Two cells usually
form one ignition set, and two cells of whatever size

give approximately two volts per cell, or a pressure
orE.M.F. (electro-motive force) of four volts when

coupled, spare cells usually being carried and so

connected that one set may be switched off and

another on in case of failure.

The low-tension current given off by these

accumulators is caused to circulate through the

primary winding of an induction coil whenever the

circuit is closed by action of the engine cam, which

is every other revolution, or once in the four motions

of the piston. At the time this primary circuit is

closed a current flows through the primary winding
of the induction coil, which in turn builds up a

powerful current by inductive action in the secondary
of the coil

;
and on the mechanical break of the

primary circuit occurring, this piled-up force of the
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secondary or induced current is discharged by way
of the sparking plug, and the gaseous mixture is

ignited. It is not here proposed to enter into the

principle or construction of either accumulators or

induction coils, and readers not already acquainted
with this branch of the subject would do well

v
to

study the special handbooks in the same series

devoted to this branch of electrics
;

in a later

chapter, however, will be i'ound some useful hints

on maintaining the electrical apparatus of a car in

efficient condition.

The contact breaker, as already mentioned, is a

mechanical device for closing and opening the

electric circuit at the required time. It may be a

direct momentary contact of two points insulated

the one from the other, or a sliding or rubbing
contact between two conducting surfaces, as in a

disc of vulcanite or slate on the face of which a

segment of brass or copper is inserted, so that a

circuit is established whenever this segment comes

into contact with the shoe or brush forming the

other contact point.

The complete ignition mechanism on "the high-

tensioii or induced current principle will then

consist of the following :

1st. The accumulator or storage battery from

which the vital current is obtained.

2nd. The induction coil by which the low-tension

current at four volts is transformed into a

high-tension current of some hundreds of

volts.
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3rd. The contact breaker, which at every other

revolution of the engine shaft completes
the primary circuit and so brings the coil

into action.

4th. The sparking plug inserted in the engine

cylinder top or combustion chamber, by
which the gas is ignited from the second-

ary discharge of the coil.

In addition there are switch cutouts and plug
switch cutouts, the first for switching off the

current in driving, the second for preventing any

leakage of current when the machine is not

in use.

No effect is to be obtained from electricity unless

the conducting path is complete, forming an endless

circuit from the positive terminal of the battery or

accumulator back to the negative of same.

Electricity demands a good conductor, which in

general is a copper wire, and for road motor purposes

this usually takes the form of a flexible cable com-

posed of a number of strands of fine wire encased in

an outer insulating covering of cotton, rubber, etc.
;

but the whole of the circuit need not necessarily be

insulated, the important section being from the

source of supply to the point of work to be done
;

the return path may then be through the metallic

framing of the vehicle, commonly termed "earth"

return.

There are several methods or variations in the

manner of wiring up. a motor vehicle according as

one, two, or more cylinders are employed, the
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situation of the switches and operating levers, etc.,

but usually the connections are as follows :

Starting from the positive terminal of the ac-

cumulator (the one coloured red), the current runs

directly to the low-tension or primary winding of

the induction coil, the terminal being in general the

one marked P + , signifying positive of battery. The
current then flows through the inner winding of the

coil and emerges at the terminal usually marked C,

signifying connection for contact breaker, to the in-

sulated portion of which the conducting wire is con-

nected. The path is then by way of the vehicle

frame to the handle-bar or steering-wheel cutout

switch, one terminal of which is insulated, and an

insulated wire completes the circuit through a

plug switch or intercepter to negative terminal of

accumulator.

In some cases this plan is slightly varied, the

negative of battery being connected direct to some

metallic point on the framing, the current in this

instance being sent around an insulated path

through the switches before reaching the contact

breaker, from which it travels by the common earth

formed by the frame to the accumulator negative.

The high-tension or induced current must also be

provided with a complete circuit, except for the

small air-gap at the sparking points. A highly
-

insulated cable carries the induced current from

the induction coil terminal generally marked B for

the French word "
Bougie

"
direct to the central

wire of the sparking plug. This wire being insulated
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from the outer body of the plug, as already described,

by porcelain or other material, the outer wire is

fixed into the metal shell of the plug, which in turn

is screwed into the combustion chamber, and so

affords a path through the vehicle framing back to

coil terminal M " Masse "
or earth.

It should be understood that no current flows in

either primary or secondary circuit except during
the brief period of time the contact make and break

is in a certain position to close the primary circuit.

The diagram fig.
16 shows the more usual method

of wiring up a two-cylinder car, using separate

induction coils for each cylinder. This system shows

the type of wipe contact (fig. 15) in conjunction with

trembler coils, P being the terminal connecting

battery witli coil primary, C 1 C2 the respective coil

terminals connecting to contact breaker, and B 1 B2

the high-tension terminals for spark plugs.

Fig. 14 shows the F.N. contact breaker, which is

one of a type known as positive make and break, i.e.

there is no spring-trembling device, though this

form may be used in conjunction with a " trembler"

coil, the object being to secure a succession of sparks
at the plug points in place of one single spark.

In fig.
14 the outer casing 1, which contains the

device shown with the cover removed, is fixed by a

bayonet joint to the crank-case of engine. C is a

cam mounted on the two-to-one or half-speed shaft
;

enclosing this cam, and eccentric to it, is a cage 2

pivoted at 3, this cage being in metallic contact with

crank chamber and carrying one of the platinum
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contact points P, the other point mounted on the

end of the adjustable screw 4 being insulated from

the outer body or any other part of the machine by

passing it through a vulcanite bush. S is a plunger
controlled by a coil spring in compression which

pushes at the base of the cage, and brings the contact

Fig. 14. F.N. Contact Breaker.

points together whenever the cam allows the small

roller R to drop into the recess cut in the cam, the

continued rotation of the cam separating the points

again as the high portion of the cam comes into

operation by overcoming the resistance of the spring
and swivelling the contact cage bodily over to the

left by reason of its being pivoted at 3. The pro-
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jecting arm 5 is attached to the outer casing 1 and

to a connecting rod and lever operated by the driver.

This provides the means for advancing or retarding

the spark by moving the whole body of the contact

breaker in a rotary direction backward or forward.

B

B

Fig. 15. Four-point Wipe Contact Breaker.

Now it will be noticed that this rotary movement

does not disturb the relative positions of any part of

the mechanism so moved, though it does alter posi-

tion with relation to the cam C on the engine half-

speed shaft, and consequently the circuit may be

established at variable periods in relation to position

of engine piston.
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In
fig.

15 we have what is known as a "wipe"
contact, the one shown being a four-point contact

CommisfaTor

Fig. 16. Diagram of Wiring for Two-Cylinder Engine.

for a four-cylinder engine. The fqur insulated c,on-

tact blocks are shown in heavy black at B B B B in

one piece with the screws for attaching the conducting
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wires, but insulated from the main body. The circuit

is in this case closed by the roller A, which is

mounted as shown on a pivoted arm carried by the

rotating centrepiece C, which, as before, is keyed to

the half-speed shaft, a spring D in tension serving
to keep the roller in firm contact with the interior

surface of the outer casing, the body of which, carry-

ing the conducting blocks, is of vulcanite, so that

current can circulate only during the time the roller

is in contact with one of the blocks B.

The engine crank-shaft has crank-pins similarly

arranged at angles of 90 degrees, so that ignition

takes place in each cylinder at an equal poriod of

advance sparking or retarding by rotating the outer

casing or body of the contact breaker in the manner

previously described.

This control of the period of ignition by advancing
the spark is of vital importance, and the mechanism

should provide for ignition occurring when fully

retarded just after the piston has passed the dead

centre on commencing the explosion stroke, this

being the position for starting the engine.
As the engine gathers speed it will be found that

the sparking may be slowly advanced until at high

piston speeds the spark may be produced consider-

ably in advance of the piston completing the com-

pression stroke, as a minute fraction of time is

occupied by the electric spark in igniting the gas.



CHAPTER V

TRANSMISSION AND MANIPULATION GEARING:

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, ETC.

THIS portion of the subject is extremely difficult

to deal with briefly by reason of the infinite variety
of cars and cycles, scarcely any two of which corre-

spond throughout in the general arrangement of

the parts, and even greater variety is found in the

control mechanism or manipulation gearing, so that

it is possible only to attempt to convey a general

outline of the principles on which the various systems
are built up.

The first problem the designer has to solve is

the method of transmitting the engine power to the

road wheels, or, as it is termed, the transmission

gear. The most simple form of transmission is the

direct belt drive as seen on motor bicycles, though
the chain drive is equally simple and direct; but it

is found in practice that the sudden jerks at starting

render necessary some form of relief spring or clutch

which will take up the drive gently. In the bicycle

belt drive this starting shock is prevented by a

certain amount of slip between engine pulley and

belt, the tension being so arranged that this slip is

64
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not sufficient to allow the engine to -" race
" when

going uphill.

Belt drives were also much used on cars in the

earlier patterns, but have latterly been superseded

by gear and chain drives, in consequence of the

difficulty of maintaining the flat belts at proper
tension under various atmospheric conditions, a

continual and troublesome tightening up being
called for. In one way the belt drive made for

simplicity, as by having three sets of belts on

pulleys differing in size it was possible to get three

speeds by merely striking one belt out of action

and another one in
; moreover, this form of change

speed was a gradual one, by reason of slip, and did

not unduly strain the engine or other working parts.

The older pattern
" Benz "

cars are good examples
of the belt drive, but, as already stated, belts have

practically disappeared from the modern car, though
for a beginner a good deal of pleasure and a good

grounding of motor knowledge may be got out of

driving one of this belt-driven type, such as may
now be picked up second-hand for 30 to 40.

In the modern motor car we have two well-

defined systems of conveying the motion from the

engine, which is usually placed in front of a car,

to the driving wheels, which are invariably the

rear wheels, so that the power has to be transmitted

through the whole length ot the vehicle. In the& o

one system power is conveyed by a longitudinal
shaft and bevel gearing to a transverse or cross

shaft, and at each end of this shaft chain wheels

5
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are fitted, the drive then being by chain to another

and larger chain wheel bolted to the driving wheel,

each driving wheel being so fitted, the wheels being

independent of each other and free to revolve on

the stationary axle, this type of transmission being

commonly spoken of as the " Panhard
"
type. In the

other system, what is termed a "
live

"
axle is used

;

i.e. the axle and two driving wheels all revolve

together, the motion from engine being obtained as

before by a longitudinal shaft and a bevel gear. This

type is frequently termed the "Do Dion" system,

haying been first perfected on cars of that make.

We need not enter into the relative merits of the

two systems, as each has good points not possessed

by the other
;
also to avoid confusion and because the

Panhard type is most commonly met with, and may
almost be termed the standard transmission gear,

further remarks are confined to that type.

In the crude description given above no mention

has been made of the method of changing speed, or of

the "
differential," or of the functions of the " clutch ";

all three arc, however, necessary incorporations in any
modern system of car transmission.

Referring now to fig. 17. This is a "
Chassis," or

the whole of the mechanism ready to receive the car

body. It is a good modern example of the Panhard

type fitted with a two-cylinder engine, a lot of the

minor fittings, of course, having been omitted from

the drawing in order to make the general arrange-

ment clear.

The complete transmission system consists of (a)
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the clutch, (b) the connecting shaft, (c) the counter-

shaft, (d) the change speed gearing, (e) the differen-

O
fltf

flcyj

1L_

tial gear, and (/) either chain drive or other means of

conveying motion to road wheels.
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Fig. 18 is a plan or lop view of the same Chassis

as
fig. 17, and the lettering in each is the same.

The whole mechanism and the body of the vehicle

is carried on springs as shown, and jointed at O.

The front road wheels A A are the steering wheels

mounted on short axles pivoted at 1 1 to the fixed

main axle P by a connecting rod coupling the twosteer-

ing sockets (not shown). The wheels may be turned

in unison and in such a manner that the one describ-

ing the outer circle in making a curve will assume

an angle which allows it to conform with the path of

the inner wheel. The driving wheels B B are also

mounted on a fixed axle X, but here there is no pivot,

and the wheels remain at right angles with the axle,

the wheels and axle, however, being arranged to move

bodily along the main framing in order that the chain

may be adjusted by the nuts L L.

The entire frame is a rigid structure of channel

steel, riveted together at jointed parts and reinforced

at several points by steel angle plates as shown at

the four corners in fig.
18 at 2 2 2 2. Power is

developed by the two-cylinder engine C C, the crank-

shaft of which is connected to one half of the clutch

D, the other half of the clutch being connected to the

transmission shaft E, and the two halves of the clutch

being made to withdraw or more or less engage with

each other by a pedal lever worked by the driver's

foot.

This clutch usually takes the form of a coned male

and female clutch, with one of the surfaces leather or

fibre lined, the drive being by the friction of the two
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surfaces, the clutch being normally held in engage-

ment by a powerful coil spring and being withdrawn

by the pedal mentioned, or a certain amount of slip

may be given at starting by judiciously using the

clutch pedal.

The clutch being in engagement the power is

transmitted by the shaft E to the change-gear

mechanism enclosed in the casing F.

This gear somewhat resembles the back gear of

a lathe, though varied in many ways, but in the

Panhard type it is known as the sliding gear, the

teeth engaging end-wise. Other gears, such as the

De Dion, are on the epicyclic principle, but the

Panhard type prevails, and the object in each is to

gain an instant drop or rise of gear according to

the gradient of the country being passed over. In

the particular design shown in figs. 17 and 18

the differential gear is enclosed in the same oil-

tight metal casing as the change-speed gear, and is

situated at K, or in line with the centre of the

counter-shaft H.

The function of this differential gear must now be

explained.
If reference is made to the elementary description

of the way the wheels are mounted on the back axle,

it will be seen that it would be impossible to steer

the machine with the two rear driving wheels driving

equally, for in order to turn a corner the outer

wheel must run faster than the inner one, and at

times the inner one all but stands still, as when

turning in the width of the road, yet it is equally
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necessary that both rear wheels should drive, and

take equal share of the working when running in a

straight line.

The differential gear fulfils these conditions by a

combination of two bevel gears face to face and

engaging with two or more spur wheels, the bevel

gears being each keyed to the inner ends of the

shaft H at the centre point K, so that when all are

in mesh the spur wheels merely act as a coupling

together of the gears on the divided axle so long as

the machine runs in a straight line
;
but whenever

a curve is made and one driving wheel runs faster

than the other, the spur wheels alter their position

to accommodate the relative position of one bevel gear
with the other, at the same time maintaining the

requisite amount of forward drive on each road wheel.

To those readers who are totally ignorant of motor

car construction, this portion of the mechanism

will be most difficult to understand from mere

word description; but if fig. 18 is studied, and the

axle H H is stated to be divided at the centre line,

the most simple explanation is that the differential

couples up and enables the two chain wheels G G
to revolve at varying speeds, and so give varying

speeds to the road driving wheels B B.

Having now outlined something of the method of

arranging the parts of a car and explained the means

of transmitting the power, we may briefly refer to

the arrangement of the accessory apparatus necessary

to supply the engine with fuel, etc., and the means

by which the mechanism is controlled.
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For the former purpose a more compact system,

as found on a motor tricycle, has been selected for

illustration, because here the principle may be

grasped from the compact arrangement shown in

Fig. ]9. General Arrangement as Applied to Motor Tricycle.

fig. 19, whereas in a large car the same components
would be widely distributed.

The illustration fig.
19 refers to an air-cooled

system, but with this exception and the relative

position of the parts, it will apply to any kind of

petrol road vehicle fitted with the spray type of
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carburetter which is now quite general, and refer-

ence should be made to fig. 12 in Chapter IV. for

details of this carburetter (Longuemare).
The petrol tank as seen is elevated some distance

above the inlet to the carburetter at I, the feed

being by gravity through the valve K controlled by
the milled nut, round the spiral (which is merely to

check vibration), and along the pipe , rising through
H to the float chamber A, thence to the spray

chamber, where it is vaporised by warm air entering
at the gauze-covered funnel li through the pipe </,

the vaporisation being assisted in cold weather by
a bye-pass from the silencer conducting hot products
of exhaust through edc to the base of the warm-

ing jacket at z, this heat supply being controlled by
the stop-tap d.

The properly proportioned mixture of gas and

air is then passed on to the engine by the sucking
action of the piston through the pipe Y J. At the

conclusion of one cycle of operations the exhausted

products of combustion are carried through a pipe,

shown in dotted lines, to the silencer.

The silencer is merely a cylinder or box, or rather

a series of cylinders, one within another, with com-

munications between each, but arranged in such a

way that the gases are split up into innumerable

particles generally by passing through small holes

and a maze-like path, so that by the time the exhaust

reaches the outer atmosphere it has been cooled

down sufficiently to considerably modify the Gatling

gun effect of the direct exhaust.
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J at base of float chamber is a screwed cap which

may be removed either to test the petrol flow or

clean the orifice
;
H a connection between pipe and

carburetter
;
E is a spring-controlled plunger used

for flooding the carburetter before starting ;
D is a

cover giving access to the interior of the carburetter.

M and N are rods in connection with the driver's

control levers and operating the "quantity" or supply
of gas, and the

" mixture
' '

or fine graduation of gas
to air. The ordinary facilities afforded the driver of

either car or cycle consist of a number of levers, or

it may be circular motions, all within reach of either

hand or foot, but so arranged that whatever control

in driving may be required is attainable without the

driver moving his position or taking his eye from

the road in front.

Methods of carrying out these requirements vary

indefinitely, but the chief functions found provided
for in all modern cars and some cycles are

1st. Regulation of the proportion of gas and air

required to form explosive mixture.

2nd. Regulation of quantity of explosive mixture

admitted to cylinder.

3rd. Mechanism for advancing or retarding the

firing spark.

4th. Electric cutout for shutting off the supply
of electric current.

5th. Clutch for engaging the engine with the

transmission gear.

6th. Change-speed gear.

7th. Brakes, anything from one to five in number.
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In addition, there are other control devices in

some special mechanisms for regulating the amount
of lift given to the exhaust valve, a medium of

governing the engine on the exhaust. In other

engines the governing is done on the inlet by either

(a) regulating the opening of valve, or
(l>) regulating

the explosive by the throttle valve
;
and again, there

are
" cutouts

"
for silencers, where in open country

and on climbing steep hills extra power may be

gained and no one inconvenienced.

A number of other ingenious devices and com-

binations come under this heading, but the above

are the principal ones, and whatever the make of

car the mechanism for control transmission is placed

conveniently to the driver's reach.



CHAPTEK VI

HINTS ON OVERHAULING, AND CARE OF MOTOR

A FIRST-CLASS motor is, or should be, turned out

by the maker ready for the road, but no new
mechanism can give such good results as will be

obtainable after a certain amount of actual practical

service, so that most motors, if properly handled and

cared for from the first, will give better results in

every way after a few hundred miles of running.
The points to be attended to, to ensure this in-

crease of efficiency, are attention to lubrication,

cleanliness, general adjustment of working parts,

and of engine and transmission gear in particular.

These are the points to be watched keenly in driving

a new car, and in addition a sharp eye must be

kept on nuts, bolts, and other fitments inclined to

work loose under constant vibration.

Lubrication of the cylinder is of vital importance,
and the class of oil used equally so, as at the high

temperatures attained particularly in the air-

cooled variety of engine nothing but a specially

prepared thick oil can remain liquid; and if the

oil should be burnt up. there is first the danger of

the piston seizing and a smash-up of the internal

75
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parts; or failing this, the minor evil of badly-
corroded valves and consequent loss of power

through leakage. The student should grasp the

fact that the petrol motor cannot give its best

driving power unless the temperature at the moment
of combustion is enormously greater than that of

high-pressure steam. The petrol motor is essenti-

ally a heat engine, and the lubricant used must be

able to "live" at the greatest heat likely to be

attained, several brands of special oil being on the

market for both air- and water-cooled engines.

These remarks are necessary as an introduction

to the subject of overhauling in the sense that

prevention is better than cure, and with a well-

made motor complete overhauling should be seldom

necessary if the driving and general treatment have

been good; yet there are minor points requiring
constant attention, as, for example, the electric circuit,

to see that all connections are sound and clean, and

that the conduction or insulation is at no part

interrupted. The contact breaker, if of the " tremb-

ling'' or "positive" type, requires constant attention

in the way of verifying the cleanliness of the con-

tacts, though the actual readjustment required may
not be frequent ;

and with the "
wipa

"
contact there

is really little trouble, as the oil which at times stops

the action of the plain make and break is found really

beneficial to the wipe form, some systems, indeed,

running the contact mechanism in a bath of oil.

When it becomes necessary to make a more

thorough overhaul of the engine, the cylinder cover
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should be removed and both piston and valves

closely inspected. The piston rings should be

evenly, highly polished, and if black streaks are

found here and there they denote an escape of the

explosive gas past the piston, with consequent loss of

power by leakage.

Similarly with the valves, especially the exhaust

valve, the face of which will denote its condition.

Tf it is found badly corroded or pitted, it must be

re-ground or re- turned until a perfectly bright smooth

surface is obtained on both valve and seating.

The valves are ground in with the finest emery

powder and oil until the surfaces are flat and clean
;

but if the defect is only slight it is better to use

crocus powder ;
and where emery is used it is

important that none should be allowed to find its

way into the cylinder, or inevitable scoring of the

cylinder walls and piston rings would result. The

same remarks apply to the valves themselves: all

traces of emery should be washed away with some

stale petrol. With regard to piston rings, if the

faults are not very numerous or deep they may be

corrected with an emery stick a piece of planed
wood with a strip of No. 00 emery cloth glued on

care being taken to preserve the circular shape.

Piston rings in very bad condition should be re-

newed with new ones a shade larger, to compensate
for slight wear on cylinder walls, and in replacing

rings the slits where they are cut through should

be arranged at different positions to prevent

leakage of gas through these slits.
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This process of replacing piston rings calls for

not a little care and some skill, as the rings are

easily broken, so that they should be gradually
wound screw-like outside the piston until the

leading end enters the groove it is intended for,

when the remainder will easily follow.

Most pistons have three rings, in which case it is

necessary to first place the ring in the centre groove,

and in order to pass it over the first groove a slip

or two of thin steel or whalebone will be found

useful as a bridge or guide across the piston groove
to prevent the ring from entering the first groove.

Whilst the engine is taken apart, other portions to

be examined are the top and bottom bearings of the

connecting rod, as if there is much lost motion at

these points the engine will "knock" badly and

the timing will be seriously disturbed, which, as

already explained, vitally affects the running of the

engine, and may, in the case of a single-cylinder

machine, reduce the power by more than one-half.

As the driver gains experience by practice, the

various faults due to wear and tear or other unusual,

causes, and which call for a thorough overhaul, will

be made manifest through the ear
;

so whenever

anything of a grinding or squeaking nature is

heard it will be known that something is wrong.
As to overhauling the entire mechanism of a car,

that is altogether beyond the scope of this little

handbook, and the subject must be passed over with

a warning as to general lubrication and adjust-

ment of all working parts. Tyres, however, are
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worth more than passing mention, and should indeed

take first place, just as if neglected they take first

place in the cost of upkeep of a car. Whether

running or standing idle, pneumatic tyres should be

pumped up hard, and on heavy vehicles they can

hardly be too hard. A soft tyre is liable to be

damaged by being nipped between the rim and the

road.

When a car or cycle has to be put aside for some

time it is wisdom to change the position of the tyre
at the point resting on the ground, though the very
best method is to sling the car clear off the ground
and so take all weight off the tyres.

Tyres last longest when kept in a moderate

temperature and away from the light.

Punctures cannot be prevented, and gashes in the

outer cover must occur. The former will demand
immediate repair in order to continue the journey,
but the latter are apt to get neglected, and this is a

fatal policy; for directly wet gets into these outer

gashes a rotting of the fabric sets up, and if still

further neglected a burst is the result, and probably
a new cover required.

So that -with pneumatic tyres on any type of

motor vehicle it is necessary to keep a sharp eye for

defects, and repair immediately.
One of the most important points in overhauling a

vehicle in the sense of merely preparing it for a run

is the washing out of the engine crank chamber. The

drain tap should first be opened and all the black oil

drawn off, then the tap being closed a quantity of
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paraffin should be poured into the crank chamber

and the whole well churned up by a few revolutions

of the starting handle, the drain tap being again

opened and the residue discharged.

This treatment not only clears away all objection-

able, matter, but leaves the motor in better condition

to receive new lubricating oil, and also considerably

assists starting the engine, especially if a little stale

petrol has been injected to follow the paraffin, though
this should be in very small quantity.



CHAPTER VII

MAINTAINING EFFICIENCY

THE keynote to efficiency in the petrol motor is

compression.

Some engines are designed to attain a compression
of as much as six atmospheres or 90 Ib. to the square

inch, others are designed for about four atmospheres
or about 60 Ib., the difference being chiefly due to

proportion of stroke and bore and as to whether the

engine is a single-cylinder high-speed engine or a

multi-cylinder low-spaed engine; but whatever the

original design, the motor cannot give its full power
unless the compression is maintained.

This question of maintaining the compression is

one of the least understood factors in the working of

the petrol motor
;

i.e. that although all practical

motorists know that in the absence of good com-

pression they do not get power enough, they do not

sufficiently appreciate the value of even a small loss

in compression.
Loss of compression can occur only when there

is a leakage from the combustion chamber at the

completion of the compression stroke, or at some

point in the period of compression. The sources of

81 6
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leakage are several, and may be classified in the

following order as to probability :

1st, and by far the most frequent cause of loss of

compression, is leaky exhaust valve, which through
not closing properly allows the gas to escape during
the compression stroke, and also robs the following

incoming charge of gas by destroying the vacuum
and consequently the suction power of the piston; for

it will be seen that as the piston descends on the

suction or charging stroke instead of drawing full

measure of correctly-mixed explosive through the

inlet valve, it will suck back some of the products of

combustion of the former stroke through the leaky
exhaust.

2nd. Leaky inlet valve
;

here the argument is

much the same as with the exhaust, only that the

loss does not occur on suction but on compression

only, a portion of the gas sucked in being returned

along the carburetter supply pipe, with the further

danger of
>back-firing into the carburetter, though

serious results are prevented by a system of super-

posed wire-gauze shields which prevent the passage

of name but not the passage of gas.

3rd. Leakage past the piston, This may be due

to a variety of causes In the first place, the original

workmanship may have been wrong, and so rapid

deterioration in compression occurs through either

(a) taper-bored cylinder ; (b) cylinder wall left rough ;

(c) imperfect lit of piston rings to piston ; (d) irregu-

larity of shape of cylinder walls and outer surface of

piston rings. The leakage past piston is not neces-
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sarily a direct blow-through between cylinder wall

and ring, but may take a zigzag path either through
the slots coming in line where, the piston rings are cut

through, or it may be by way of the groove in piston

through ring not being a good enough fit to its groove,
in which case the gas would pass into the groove ;

and if a similar fault occurred in the other piston

rings there would be a clear path capable of consider-

ably lowering the total compression. The symptoms
denoting loss of compression through leaky piston

are a hot crank chamber and the appearance of an

undue quantity of oil on top side of piston, or about

valves and sparking plug. Whatever the cause,

loss of compression must be attended to directly

suspected ;
for the direct loss due to compression

alone is not the only loss there is the added

loss due to imperfect combustion of an insufficient

charge of explosive mixture of gas and air, with a

further loss due to the loss of heat generated in

the process of compression ;
i.e. that with a cylinder

fully charged with the explosive and the compres-
sion carried to a high degree, a considerable amount

of heat is generated by the mere act of compression,

and on explosion this heat is added to the heat of

combustion, and also assists in the rapidity of igni-

tion, which in turn gives high temperature and

quick combustion with more rapid drop as the

piston proceeds on the power stroke. The ideal

engine would be one attaining a very high initial

temperature, in combination with an exhaust at

atmospheric pressure, but this we know is impossible
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in the light of present knowledge. There are, of

course, many other parts in a fully-fledged motor

car coming under the heading of maintaining effici-

ency, but they are most of them mere matters of

adjustment such as any ordinary mechanic would

readily understand, so that these may be passed by
and the whole subject dismissed with a few words

on ignition. Granted that the engine compression
and other accompanying mechanism such as the

timing gear and valve action (see Chapter III.) are

correct, the remaining principal cause of breakdown

will be ignition. Accumulators are now generally

used in combination with an induction coih and

sparking plug, the system being known as the
"
high-tension

"
one, in which a low-tension current

is transformed into a high-tension current by the

action of the coil, as explained in a previous chapter.

Of the group of parts forming such an ignition

system, two require pretty frequent attention, and

these are (1st) accumulator, (2nd) contact breaker,

the coil, if of good make, looking after itself
;

i.e. there

is no wearing-away action in the coil, but accumu-

lators run down and require re-charging, and contact

breakers burn away or get pitted and require re-

fitting with new platinum tips, or the old ones

dressing up with a file.

In dressing up platinum contacts, care should be

taken to ensure the contact surfaces coming squarely

together, and in fitting new contact points care

should be exercised in purchase, as a good deal of

fictitious metal is passed off on the unwary as
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platinum, but nothing else than pure platinum will

long stand the rapid and continuous make and

break.

Just as compression is the key to getting full

power from the engine, so is the accumulator to the

ignition system. Everything else may be first-class,

but if the current should fail or fall below a certain

point, the engine will cease to work or will misfire

frequently ; consequently it is necessary to maintain

a good supply of electricity on the vehicle. Accumu-
lators for motor ignition work are almost universally
made up of two cells giving two volts E. M. F. each,

the pair giving four volts when connected in series, the

different sizes used simply being according to require-

ments of distance or capacity ;
i.e. small cells give the

same voltage and will work the same induction coil,

but for a shorter period.

The capacity is expressed in ampere hours, denot-

ing the number of hours the cells can maintain a

continuous discharge of one ampere.
The proper understanding of accumulator action

is certainly not one of the least important points in

maintaining the efficiency of the motor, but to deal

anything like thoroughly with the subject would

demand another handbook fully as large as this one

which is supposed to cover so many subjects.

Briefly explained, the accumulator is able to

supply for a certain time sufficient current at a

voltage or pressure equal to igniting the gases for,

say, 600 to 800 miles running of the vehicle
;
but

where the trouble comes in and care is required is
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in seeing that the discharge is not prolonged beyond
a certain point, though the cells may still give

enough current for ignition. Experience has fixed

this limit at 3'6 volts, and to let the cells run

lower than that means semi-destruction of the

plates, preventing on the next re-charge the cells

receiving, or at any rate retaining for any period
the full charge. Amateurs who do not really

understand accumulators should not tamper with

them, but take them for re-charging purposes to

some reliable firm or to the local electric light

station. One golden rule, however, is easily remem-

bered : charge your cells often and at something less

than the normal charging rate stated by the makers
;

in this way the cells never get run down. For

instance, fully-charged cells will read 4'6 volts, and

after 100 miles running will drop to about four

volts
; now, although the battery might run other

500 miles before dropping to the safe limit of 3*6

volts, it is better to put it on charging again, i.e.

instead of using one accumulator through the full

range of its capacity, substitute another, as in this

way the cells are never strained either on charging
or discharging.

Most vehicles and even motor cycles are nowadays
fitted with two sets of ignition accumulators and

a two-way switch, so that in the event of one ac-

cumulator running down the other may be instantly

switched on.



CHAPTER VIII

SOME HINTS ON DRIVING

THIS booklet is written in the interests of those who
know little or nothing of the complete petrol motor

vehicle, which may be a 40 horse-power car, or a

modest 2 horse-power bicycle. The principle, how-

ever, is the same in all types, and the student who
realises this makes a good start on the way to grasp-

ing the details of all.

Perhaps the best manner of conveying in a simple

way the instructions necessary to the driving of a

motor will be, to take the whole of the operations

necessary before starting for a drive and follow on

with the method of manipulation whilst driving.

For this purpose, and to simplify matters for the

absolute novice, we will take a motor cycle of the

single-cylinder type, and air-cooled, though there

is really nothing more in driving a 40 horse-power
car except understanding the additional control

mechanism relating chiefly to change-speed gears,

accelerator, etc.

Before taking out a machine see that all bearings
on the machine itself have been lubricated. Next,

see that the engine crank chamber has its dose of

87
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oil. Then be sure to fill up with petrol, and also

with reserve lubricating oil. Test the accumulators

by a volt-meter and see that they register something
over four volts at the terminals. Test again at the

contact breaker, which will show you whether the

conduction is complete or whether there is a break-

down in the insulation, though it should be noted

that the volt-meter reading at the contact breaker

will not be quite so high as from the terminals

direct by reason of the resistance of the induction

coil primary and the rest of the circuit.

The sparking plug should next be tried by laying
it in metallic connection with some part of the

engine and operating the contact by hand, with

the outer body of the plug in contact with engine
or frame

;
a brilliant shower of sparks should pass

between the points. Another test, not including
the plug itself, is to detach the high-tension wire

from the plug terminal and hold its end within

about | inch of any portion of the engine, when if

the circuit is complete and the current strength right

the f-inch air-gap will be bridged over by the spark.

Now all being ready, the actual start in a car

would be made by a winding handle in order to gain
the first compression and following explosion, when
the clutch would be gently worked into contact and

motion be conveyed to the road wheels.

In the case of a motor cycle not fitted with

clutch and starting handle the initial engine revolu-

tion must be got by the rider pedalling the machine

or running alongside, the exhaust valve meantime
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being lifted or held open to release the compression
until it is heard that the spark is firing the charge ;

the exhaust is then dropped, and the machine

quickly picks up speed. Immediately a start has

been made the levers controlling the
"
throttle

"
or

supply of gas, the
" advance" sparking, and that

regulating the " mixture
"
of gas and air, should be

adjusted to the requirements of the road as to

gradient, and to the atmosphere as to temperature.
The quantity or throttle lever should be wide open
for starting in order to pass plenty of gas. The

mixture lever must be guessed at until experience

teaches. The advance spark mechanism must be

retarded to the utmost.

Under these conditions, immediately the exhaust

valve is allowed free play we have in the engine an

ample supply of gas being exploded late; but the

mixture is an unknown factor, so in systems not

fitted with automatic carburetters the mixture lever

should be the first one to be operated on, the speed
of the machine and the beat of the engine being the

best guide.

Following on this, the throttle should be gradually

closed down until the engine is running on but a

breath of gas, and of course much slower.

Then the mixture lever should again be manipu-
lated to get a fine adjustment, noting the speed of the

engine beat until at a certain position of this lever

the highest speed is attained with the minimum

supply of gas and with the speed or advance spark
lever still at the retard or slow position.
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Having got thus far, the advance may be made

very gradually, and if all is correct the machine

should respond until the speed is almost doubled.

The levers are now in the position in which the

engine is doing its best work, not only in petrol

consumption, but in keeping the valves and other

parts in order, for it should be known that in the

case of an air-cooled engine to run it on full advance

spark and full gas supply, i.e. full pow
r

er, for any

length of time, would mean overheating and the

machine being pulled up to a standstill, as when a

cylinder gets very hot the new gas cannot enter in

sufficient quantity, because it expands instantly o*j

entering the cylinder, and quantity is deficient.

This teaches us that when running on level road

the gas lever should be shut down to the lowest

point and the speed be extracted from advancing
the spark, the mixture lever also being manipulated
to run on the biggest proportion of air the engine
will take.

In going up-hill all these adjustments suitable

for level going must be altered if the hill is a long
one

;
but if it is a mere sprint up a short hill,

opening the throttle wide and passing more gas
will send the machine bounding up it at top speed,

when having attained the summit the gas is again
cut down to the lowest point necessary for the

speed required.

In tackling a long hill, however, the manipulation
is different.

The mixture lever remains constant. The advance
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sparking is full on and the throttle almost closed

as in running on the level.

Now as the long hill is approached, note how the

gradient affects the sp3ed of the machine; and as

the speed falls, slightly and gradually open the

throttle just sufficiently to maintain a speed at

which the engine appears to be working comfortably.
Nurse it at this with the least gas possible until

the steepest portion is approached, and then, if the

gradient calls for it, give the engine all the gas by

opening the throttle wide, and follow this quickly

by a very gradual retarding of the advance spark

lever, but hold the speed due to this advance lever

as ]ong as possible. Considerable judgment is

required in the treatment of hills, and this can be

obtained only by experience ;
but in general the

above gives a good idea, the basis of which is to

at all times work on the smallest amount of gas

possible and make the greatest possible use of the

advance, the whole, of course, being controlled by
the correct mixture of gas and air, though in some

of the modern spray carburetters this point is looked

after automatically, others are semi-automatic and a

further fine adjustment is left for the rider to make.

After a stop, and on re-starting, a little paraffin

should always be injected into the cylinder, as this

thins down the thick oil and also fills the combustion

chamber with explosive mixture if the cylinder is

hot enough, so that the engine starts at the first

time of asking.

In running downhill, if the hill is short and
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not steep, it is sufficient to simply lift the exhaust

valve, with the benefit to the engine that it gets cool.

If the hill is steep, merely cutting off the current

and leaving the exhaust valve closed makes an

excellent brake.

If the car or cycle is fitted with a clutch, throwing
the clutch out and stopping the ignition to engine
allows the vehicle to run down on the brakes

;
mean-

while the engine is being cooled and refreshed.

Whenever a re-start is made, the carburetter, if of

the float-feed type, should be flooded to make sure

of a supply of petrol ;
and whenever a long trip is

contemplated, all the items mentioned should receivp

doubly careful attention, as it is far easier to adjust

faulty mechanism at home than on the roadside.

Specially always carry a good supply of tools and

spare parts.

Spare parts are difficult to enumerate unless the

type of car is known
;
but whether car or cycle, such

parts as spare exhaust and inlet valves complete,
with three or four spare sparking plugs and a good
assortment of screws, washers, nuts, insulated and

bare copper wire, etc., should be carried.

The great thing in motoring is to take matters

quietly ;
don't be discouraged by a breakdown, but

deliberately settle down to find out what is the

matter, always remembering that what a machine or

motor has once done it can do again when the

requisite conditions are restored.

The trouble, whatever its nature may be, is always

magnified when it occurs out in the open country,
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perhaps miles away from any town or repair

assistance
;

thus the careful owner or driver will

endeavour to do all his overhauling and repairs at

home, and never take out the car otherwise than in

the pink of condition. Notwithstanding every care,

however, there will be times when a whole series of

misfortunes will overtake the driver, and it is on

these occasions that his skill and knowledge may be

taxed to the utmost. Roadside troubles are of a

very varied character, and consequently difficult to

foresee or anticipate, but somo of the leading ones

may be enumerated. As previously stated, the

ignition system is the section most likely to cause

stoppage or indifferent working, though latterly great
advances have been made in the direction of per-

fecting the apparatus employed. Wrong mixture, or

too much of it, can hardly be set down as a fault of

the car mechanism, but is clearly the fault of the

operator ;
and in similar manner faulty ignition, due

to lack of attention to the accumulators at home,
cannot be put down to the account of the accumula-

tors. There are times, however, when the best pre-

cautions avail not, as when short circuiting occurs

through long-continued wet weather, the obvious

remedy being to get the vehicle under cover for

examination in the first place, then dry all the parts,

and examine the entire circuit for (1st) conductivity,

(2nd) insulation.

A very common source of ignition failure in wet

weather is direct leakage from the positive terminal

of the accumulator to the metal tank in which it is
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contained, which is in the case of the motor bicycle

and other cycles in the return circuit and in direct

contact with the negative of the battery, so that

not only is failure to ignite the charge experienced,

but the plates of the accumulator are or may be

seriously damaged. This statement clearly proves
that every precaution should be taken to prevent
short circuits occurring, and to this end the

accumulators should bo so cased in with insulating

material that, even in the event of a torrent of rain

continuing for hours, there can be no chance of

water acting as a conducting medium between the

two terminals of the accumulator or between any
two conductors of opposite sign, always bearing in

mind that water is an excellent conductor, a mere

film of it serving to rob the sparking plug of the

necessary spark, particularly if the leakage should

occur in the high-tension or secondary circuit
;
and as

this portion of the wiring is of necessity exposed
more or less, the terminals such as the connection

from high-tension wire to spark plug are better

protected by a covering of gutta-percha tissue or thin

sheet rubber solutioned on.

The careful driver will never venture out without

a trustworthy volt-meter, for this instrument will

tell him many things. Its reading will determine

the condition of his accumulators, and give an

approximate idea of the distance the cells are good

for without further charging ; or, if a short circuit or

breakage in the conductor is suspected, it will help

him to quickly locate the fault.
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The induction coil is another delicate instrument

in wet weather, though ordinarily it will give no

trouble whatever when of good make. If exposed
to the wet, the secondary or high-tension discharge
will certainly not bridge the air cap at the sparking

plug points, but will find a return path by the

easiest way home across the watery surface.

On no account should the accumulator terminals

be directly connected even for an instant, and neither

should an "
ampere-meter

"
be used for testing the

current, as this instrument offers little resistance

and practically short circuits the cells. A dead-

beat volt-meter of about 15 ohmu resistance is the

proper thing to use.

Finally, the novice should be extremely chary of

meddling with electrical fittings or engine parts, or

indeed anything else about the vehicle, unless he

has grasped something of the function of the part or

parts concerned.

Better let a small defect alone than make a bio-o
one of it

;
but all the same, let every defect and

failure be an object lesson to be thoroughly learnt

and sifted for future reference.
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GAP, spark, 54, 88.

Gearing, balance, 66.

,, change speed, 69, 73.

differential, 66.

Gearing, timing, 22, 25, 30.

,, transmission, 64, 69.

,, two-speed, 22, 25, 30.

General arrangement of chassis,
67.

General arrangement of cycle

motor, 8, 23, 27.

General arrangement of engine
for tricycle, 71.

Governing, 74.

Gravity water circulation, 36.

Grinding-in valves, 77.

HALF-speed shaft, 20, 25, 30.

Handle, starting, 88.

High-tension current, 56.

Hill climbing, 90.

Hints on driving, 87.

IGNITION, electrical, 5, 52, 56, 93.

failures, 93.

,, magneto, 52.

,, tube, 52.

Induction coil, 55, 56.

Inlet, automatic, 28.

,, mechanical, 28.

,, valve leakages, 82.

JACKET, water, 34.

LEAKAGES, 82.

,, electrical, 93.

Lifting exhaust valve. 22, 74.

Longuemare carburetter, 48, 71.

Low-tension current, 55.

Lubrication, 37, 75, 87.

MAGNETO ignition, 52.

Maintaining efficiency, 81.

Manipulation requirements. 73.

Masse, 59.

Mechanical inlet valve, 28.

Mixture, explosive, 9, 39, 73, 89.

Momentum of flywheel, 11, 16.

Motor Industries Co., 7.

Moving axle system of drive, 66.
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NUTS and bolts, 75.

OIL, cylinder, 75.
" Otto

"
cycle, 9, 12.

Overhauling, 74.

" PANHARD "
system of drive, 66.

Petrol, carburation of, 38, 40.

consumption of, 7, 39.

properties of, 38.

tank, 71.

Piston, leakage past, 82.

lubrication, 37.

rings, 77.

Platinum contacts, 84.

Plug, sparking, 54, 57.

,, switch, 57.

Pneumatic tyres, 79.

Pressure during compression, 81.

Pump, water circulating, 35.

RADIATING webs, 21, 34.

Radiator, 35.

Regulation of explosive mixture,
40, 89.

Regulation requirements, 73.

Requirements in a good carbur-

etter, 40.

Retarding speed, 20, 92.

Return,
' '

earth,
"

37.

Rings, piston, 77.

Running costs, 7, 39.

SHAFT,
' '

half-speed,
"
20, 25, 30.

Short circuiting, 93.

Silencer, 71.

Simms-Bosch magneto ignition,
53.

Spare parts, 92.

Spark gap, 54.

Sparking, advance and retard,

20, 61, 73, 89.

Sparking plug, 54, 57, 89.

Specific gravity of petrol, 38.

Spray carburetter, 45, 48.

Starting engine, 88.

Stationary axle drive, 66.

Suction stroke, 12, 28.

,, valve, 28, 82.

Surface carburetter, 40.

Switch, plug, 57.

TANK, petrol, 71.

Testing of cells, 86, 95.

spark plug, 88.

Thermo-syphon water circula-

tion, 36.

Timing of exhaust valve, 26.

,, gear, 22, 25, 30.

Tools, 92.

Transmission gear, 64, 69.

Tube ignition, 52.

Two sets of accumulators, 86.

Two-speed gear, 22, 25, 30.

Tyres, 79.

VALVES, exhaust, 26.

,, grinding-in, 77.

,, inlet, 28.

Voltage of cells, 85.

Voltmeter, 94.

WARM air tube, 72.

Water-cooling, 34, 37.

Wet weather, 93.

Wipe contact, 61, 76.

Wiring, electric, 57, 62.

,, diagram, 62.
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The Two Stephensons. By J. Alexander. Pioneers of the Railway System.
160 pages. 30 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Cloth extra. Postage 3d. Is. 6d.

The Conquest of the Air. By John Alexander. The Romance of Aerial Navi-
gation. With Preface by Sir Hiram S. Maxim. Illustrated. 160 pages.
Handsome cloth cover. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... Is. 6d.

The Marvels of Metal. By F. M. Holmes. Illustrated, with 160 pages. Hand-
some cloth cover. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Celebrated Mechanics and their Achievements. By F. M. Holmes. Illus-

trated. 160 pages. Handsome cloth cover. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. Is. 6d.

Engineers and Their Triumphs. By F. M. Holmes, Illustrated. 160 pages.
Handsome cloth cover. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... Is. 6d.

Simple Scientific Experiments. By Aurel De Ratti. Describes Forty-six
instructive Experiments in Electricity, Magnetism, Hydraulics, Hydrostatics,
Light, and Acoustics. Fully Illustrated. Postage Id. ... 6d.

Pumps and Hydraulic Engineering.
Water or Hydraulic Motors. By P. R. Bjorling. With 206 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... 9s. Od.

Practical Handbook on Pump Construction. By P. R. Bjorling Second
Edition. 9 Plates. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... 5s. Od.
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Centrifugal Pumps, Turbines, and Water Motors. By Chas. H. Innes,
M.A. Including the Theory and Practice of Hydraulics (specially adapted
for Engineers). Third Edition. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... 4s. 6d

Notes on the Construction and Working of Pumps. By Edward C. R.
Marks, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... 3s. 6d.

Pumps and Pumping. By M. Ppwis Bale, M.I.M.E. A handbook for Pump
Users. Being Notes on Selection, Construction, and Management. Fourth
Edition. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d 3s. 6d.

Reference and Pocket Books.

Engineer's Sketch Book of Mechanical Movements. By T. W. Barber.
Fourth Edition, with 2,603 Illustrations. 348 pages. 8vo. Postage 4d. IOs. 6<J

A Pocket Book for Mechanical Engineers. By David Allan Low, M.I.M.E.
With over 1,000 specially prepared Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. Gilt edges,
rounded corners. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

Cassell's Cyclopaedia of Mechanics. By Paul N. Hasluck. Three Vols.,
each complete in itself, containing 384 pages and upwards of 1,200 Illustrations.
Royal 8vo. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... per vol. 7s. 6d.

Lockwood's Dictionary of Mechanical Engineering Terms. By J. G.
Horner.A.M.I.M.E. Comprising upwards of 6,000 Definitions. Third Edition,
revised, with additions. Embracing those current in the Drawing Office,
Pattern Shop, Foundry, Fitting, Turning, Smiths', and Boiler Shops, etc., etc.
Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

The Mechanical Engineer's Pocket Book. By D. Kinnear Clark, M.Inst.C.E.
Fifth Edition, thoroughly revised and enlarged, by H. H. P. Powles,
A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. Comprising Tables, Formula?, Rules and Data. A
handy book of reference for daily use in Engineering Practice. 700 pages.
Bound in flexible leather cover, rounded corners. Small 8vo. Postage
4d - ... ... ... ... ... ... 6s. Od.

Spons' Mechanics' Own Book. A Manual for Handicraftsmen and Amateurs.
Fifth Edition. 1,430 Illustrations, 720 pages. DemySvo. PostageSd. 6s. Od.

In Half Morocco. PostageSd. ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

Spons' Workshop Receipts. For the Use of Manufacturers, Mechanics, and
Scientific Amateurs. 5 Vols. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. Per volume 5s. Od.

Wannan's Marine Engineer's Pocket Book. By A. C. Wannan, C.E.
Containing latest Board of Trade Rules and Data for Marine Engineers.
Third Edition, revised, enlarged, and up-to-date. Square 18mo., with Thumb
Index. Leather. Postage 3d. ... ... ..'. ... 5s. Od.

Powler's Mechanical Engineer's Pocket Book. Comprising nearly 700
pages. In Leatherette, red edges. PostageSd. ... ... ... Is. 6d.

In Leather, gilt edges. PostageSd. ... ... ... JJs. 6d.

"The Practical Engineer" Pocket Book. (Published annually.) Pos-
tageSd. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Leather gilt, with Diary, Pocket, and Elastic Band. Postage- 2d. Is. 6d.

Wire and Sheet Gauges for the World. By C. A. B. Pfeilschmidt, of Shef-
field. Paper. Postage Id. ... ... ... ... ... Is. Od

Miscellaneous.

Radium and other Radio=Active Elements. By L. A. Levy and H. G.
Willis. A popular account of Radium treated experimentally. Crown 8vo.
Illustrated with drawings and 20 full-page plates PostageSd. 2s. 6d.

Patents Simply Explained. A simple guide to the patenting of Inventions and
1

.' registration of Trade Marks and Designs. Illustrated. Postage Id 6d.
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Steam Engineering.

Boilers, Marine and Land ; their Construction and Strength. By T. W.
Traill, M.I.C.E., F.E.R.N. For the Use of Engineers, Surveyors, Boiler-
makers, and Steam Users. Third Edition, to which has been added many
New Tables for Pressure, up to 200 Ibs. per square inch. Pocket Size.
Leather. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... 12s. 6d.

Larger size for Office use. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... 12s. 6d.

The Steam Turbine. By Robert M. Neilson, Wh. Ex., A.M.I.M.E. With
145 Illustrations. 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... IDs. 6d.

Steam Engine Theory and Practice. By W. Ripper. With 438 Illustra-

tions. 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... 9s. Od.

A Text Book on Steam and Steam Engines. By Prof. Jamieson, For
the Use of Students Preparing for Competitive Examinations. With 600

pages. Over 200 Illustrations, 6 folding Plates, and numerous Examination
Papers. Thirteenth Edition. Revised. Postage 4d. ... 8s. 6d.

Valves and Valve-gearing. By Charles Hurst, Practical Draughtsman.
Including the Corliss Valve and Trip Gears. Third Edition. Revised and
Enlarged. With numerous Illustrations. Postage 4d. ... 8s. 6d.

The Steam Engine, and Gas and Oil Engines. By John Perry, F.R.S.
Illustrated. Third Impression. 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... 7s. 6d-

Indicator Diagrams. By W. W. F. Pullen, Wh. Sc., A.M.I.C.E., etc. A
Treatise on the Use of the Indicator and its Application to the Steam Engine.
With over 260 Illustrations of Indicators and Diagrams from Actual Practice.

Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 6s. Od.
The Steam Engine. George C. V. Holmes. With 212 Illustrations. Fcp. 8\o.

Postage 3d 6s. Od.

Stationary Engine Driving. By Michael Reynolds. A Practical Manual for

Engineers in Charge of Stationary Engines. With Plates and Woodcuts.
Sixth Edition. 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d 3s. 6d.

Steam Boilers. By R. D. Munro. Showing their Defects, Management,
and Construction. Fourth Edition. Fully Illustrated. Postage 3d. 4s. 6d.

The Proportions and Movements of Slide Valves. By W. D. Wans-
brough. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... 4s. 6d.

Steam Engineering. By W. W. F. Pullen, Wh. Sc.,M.I.M.E., A.M.I.C.E.
A Treatise on Boilers, Steam, Gas and Oil Engines, and Supplementary
Machinery, with Instructions for Carrying out numerous experiments.
350 pages. 300 Illustrations. Postage 5d. ... ... ... 4s. Od.

Elementary Manual of Steam and the Steam Engine. By Prof.
Jamieson. For First year Students. Ninth Edition. Revised. With Illus-

trations and Examination Papers. Postage 3d, ... ... 3s. 6d.

Injectors : Theory, Construction, and Working. By W. F. Pullen,
Wh.Sc., A.M.I.C.E. Second Edition. Revised and Enlarged. Crown 8vo.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

Kitchen Boiler Explosions. By R. D. Munro. Showing Why they Occur,
and How to Prevent their Occurrence. A Practical Handbook based on
Actual Experiments. Diagram and Coloured Plate. Postage 3d. 3s. Od.

Steam. By W. Ripper. With 185 Illustrations. Postage 3d. ... 2s. 6d.

A Handbook for Steam Users. By M. Powis Bale, M.I.M.E., A.M.I.C.E.
Giving Rules for Engine Drivers and Boiler Attendants, with Notes on Steam
Engine and Boiler Management, and Steam Boiler Explosions. Fcp. 8vo.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

The Working of Steam Boilers. By Edward G. Hiller. Postage 2d. Is. Od.
Cloth. Postage 3d ... ... Is. 6d.

The Care and Management of Stationary Engines. By C. Hurst. A
Practical Handbook for Men-in-Charge. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. Is. Od.

Model Boiler Making. By E. L. Pearce. A Practical Handbook on the De-

signing, Making and Testing of Small Steam Boilers, Model Stationary, Marine,
and Locomotive Boilers. Fully Illustrated with Original Working Drawings.
Fourth Edition. Postage ld. ... ... ... ... 6d.

The Slide Valve Simply Explained. By W. J. Tennant, A.M. I.Mech.fi.

Specially written for Young Engineers and Apprentices, giving a clear and

simple explanation of the Working of the Steam Engine Slide Valve under

varying conditions. With 36 Illustrations. Fifth Edition. Postage Id. ed.
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Workshop Tools and Processes*

Lathes, Screw Machines, Boring and Turning Mills. By Thomas R. Shaw,
A Practical Treatise on the Design and Construction of Turning Machines,
including Lathes, Automatic Screw Machines, Boring and Turning Mills, and
their accessories. Comprising nearly 700 Pages and 425 Illustrations. Post-

age 6d. ... ... ... 15s. Od.

Modern Workshop Hints. By R. Grimshaw. Describing unusual and rapid
ways of doing work, from the latest and best American and other Machine
Shop practice. With over 500 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. IQs. 6d.

Metal Plate Work : Its Patterns and their Geometry, for the Use of

Tin, Iron, and Zinc Plate Workers. By C. T. Millis. Fourth Edition.
280 Diagrams. 470 pages. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... 9s. Cd.

Pattern Making. By Joseph Homer, A.M.I.M.E. Third Edition. Enlarged.
With 486 Illustrations. A Practical Treatise embracing the Main Types of

Engineering Construction, including Gearing, Sheave, and Pulleys, Screws,
Machine Parts, Pumps, Estimating the Weight of Castings, etc., etc., etc.

Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

Plating and Boiler Making, By Joseph G. Horner, A.M.I.M.E. A' Practical
Handbook for Workshop Operations. 380 pages, with 338 Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... 7s. Gd.

Rmery Grinding Machinery. By R. B. Hodgson, A.M.I.M.E. A Text-book
of Workshop Practice in General Tool Grinding, and the Design, Construction,
and Application of the Machines Employed. With numerous Illustrations.

Crown 8vo. Handsome cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... 5s. Od.

The Principles of Fitting. By J. G. Horner, A.M.I.M.E. For Engineer
Students. Illustrated with about 250 Engravings, and containing an Appendix
of Useful Shop Notes and Memoranda. Second Edition. Postage 3d. 5s. Od.

Workshop Appliances. By C. P. B. Shelley, M.I.C.E. Giving Descriptions
of some of the Gauging and Measuring Instruments, Hand cutting Tools,
Lathes, Drilling, Planing, etc. With an additional chapter on Milling,

by R. R. Lister. With 323 Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 3d. 5s. Od.

Watch Repairing, Cleaning and Adjusting. By F. J. Garrard. A Practical
Handbook dealing with the materials and Tools used, and the Methods of Re-

pairing, Cleaning, Altering and Adjusting of English and Foreign Watches, etc.

With over 200 Illustrations. Crown 8vo, Cloth. Postage 4d. ... 4s. 6d.

Practical Ironfounding. By J. G. Horner, A.M.I.M.E. Illustrated with over
100 Engravings. Third Edition. Postage 3d. ... 4s. Od.

Cutting Tools Worked by Hand and Machine. By Prof. R. H. Smith. With
14 folding Plates and 51 Woodcuts. Postage 3d. ... ... 3s. Gd.

Workshop Makeshifts. By H. J. S. Cassall. Being a Collection of Practical

Hints and Suggestions for the use of Amateur Workers in Wood and Metal.

Fully Illustrated. Cloth gilt. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

Practical Lessons in Metal Turning. By Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E.
A Handbook for Young Engineers and Amateur Mechanics. With 193

Original Illustrations. Second Edition. 166 pages. Postage 3d. 2s. Od.

Screw Threads, and Methods of Producing Them. By Paul N. Hasluck.
With numerous Tables and complete Directions for using Screw Cutting
Lathes. Fifth Edition. Waistcoat pocket size. Postage 2d. ... Is. 6d.

Forty Lessons in Engineering Workshop Practice. By C. F. Mitchell

and E. G. Davey. A practical Illustrated Manual for the Use of Students.

Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Workshop Mathematics. Parts I. and II. By F. Castle, M.I.M.E
8vo. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... ... each Is. 6d.

Pattern Maker's Handybook. By Paul N. Hasluck. A Practical Manual on
the Construction of Patterns for Founders. With upwards of 100 Illustra-

tions. 144 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

Mechanic's Workshop Hardybook. By Paul N. Hasluck. A Practical

Manual on Mechanical Manipulation, embracing Information on various

Handicraft Processes. With Useful Notes and Miscellaneous Memoranda.
Comprising 200 subjects. 144 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. Is. Od.
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Engraving- Petals. Prepared under the direction of Paul N. Hasluck-
A Practical Manual. 177 Engravings and Diagrams. Cloth. Post. 3d, Is. Od-

Machine Shop Companion. By Wallace Bentley, M.I.M.E. It includes an
illustrated chapter on " Screw Cutting," with list of Change Wheels. It is

bound in flexible covers, suitable for the pocket, and is full of useful Notes,
Rules, and Tables for everyday Workshop Use. With over 50 Illustrations.

Postage Id. ...

"

Is. 0<L

Metal Working Tools and their Uses. By Percival Marshall, A.I.M.E.
A Practical Handbook for Young Engineers and Amateur Mechanics.
Showing how to use Simple Tools required in Metal Working and Model
Making. Fully Illustrated. Second Edition. Postage Id. ... 6d.

ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING.
Dynamos and Motors.

Design of Dynamos (Continuous Current). By Prof. S. P. Thompson-
With 243 pages and 4 Coloured and 8 Folding Plates. Demy 8vo. Post-

age 5d I2s. Od.

Practical Testing of Dynamos and Motors. By Chas. F. Smith, Wh.Sc.,
A.M. I.C.E.. A.M.I.E.E. Postage 4d. 5s. Od.

Continuous Current Dynamos and Motors and their Control. By W. R.

Kelsey, B.Sc., A.I.E.E., F.Ph.S. Postage 4d. ... ... 5s. Od.
The Management of Dynamos. By G. W. Lummis-Paterson. A Handybook

of Theory nd Practice for the Use of Mechanics, Engineers. Students, and
others in charge of Dynamos. Third Edition, revised. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 4s. 6d.

The Choice, Care, and Maintenance of Electrical Motor Installations.
By F. J. A. Matthews, A.M.I.E.E. Specially compiled for Factory Owners
and other users of Power, Dynamo Attendants, and all in charge of Electric
Motor Installations. Profusely Illustrated. Postage 3d. ... 2s. 6d.

The A.B.C. of Dynamo Design. By Alfred H. Avery, A.I.E.E. With 61

Illustrations and 103 pages. Second Edition. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

The Application of Electric Motors to Machine Driving. By Andrew
Stewart, A.I.E.E. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Dynamo Attendants and their Dynamos. By F. Broadbent, M.I.E.E. A
Practical Book for Practical Men. Fourth Edition. Postage 2d. Is. 6d.

How to Manage a Dynamo. By S. R. Bottone: A Handbook for Engineers,
Electric Liyht Engineers, and Electro Platers. Illustrated. Third Edition,
revised and enlarged. Post 8vo. Cloth. Pocket size. Postage 2d. Is. Od.

Small Dynamos and Motors: How to Make, Test, and Repair Them.
By F. E. Powell. Contains Instructions and Drawings for Making Small

Dynamos and Motors of various sizes, from 10 to 500 watts, including tables

of suitable windings; also a Chapter of Practical Hints on Testing and Repair-

ing. Fully Illustrated. Third Edition. Postage Id. ... 6d.

Small Electric Motors: How to Make and Use Them. By F. E. Powell.

Fully Illustrated with Original Diagrams and Drawings. Describes Small
Motors worked by Battery Power ; a Model Four-pole Motor ; Motors for use
on Supply Circuits ; Applications of Small Motors ; Starting, Controlling, and

Reversing Switches ; Fuses and Gearing. Postage Id. 6d.

Electric Lighting.
Electric Ship Lighting. By J. W, Urquhart. A Handbook on the Practical

Fitting and Running of Ship's Electrical Plant, for the use of Shipowners and
Builders, "Marine Electricians, and Seagoing Engineers-iri-Charge. Second
Edition, revised and extended. With numerous Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

Cloth. Postage 3d. 7s. 6d.

Hlectric Lighting and Power Distribution. By W. Perren Maycock,
M.I.E.E. An Elementary Manual for Students. Fifth Edition, revised.

Vol. I. With 231 Illustrations. Postage 4d. ... ... 6s. Od.
Vol. II. With 400 Illustrations. Postage 4d -7si 6d.
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Electric Wiring, Fittings, Switches, and Lamps. By W. Perren Maycock,
M.I.E.E. A Practical Book for Electric Light Engineers, Wiring and Fitting
Contractors, Consulting Engineers, Architects, . Builders, Wiremen, and*

Students. Third Edition, revised. With 360 Illustrations. Postage 4d. 6s. Od.

Electric Lighting for Marine Engineers. By Sydney F. Walker, M.I.E.E.,
M.I.M.E., A.M.I.C.E. Second Edition. Showing How to Light a Ship by
Electric Light, an<* How to Keep the Apparatus in Order. With 103 Illustra-

tions. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 5s. Od.

Practical Electric Light Fitting. By F. C. Allsop. A Treatise oh the Wiring
and Fitting-up of Buildings deriving current from Central Station Mains, and
the Laying-down of Private Installations. With 224 Illustrations. Fourth
Edition, revised. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 5s. Od.

Electric Wiring. By W. C. Clinton, B.Sc. (Lond.) A Primer for the use of

Wiremen and Students. With 80 Illustrations and a selection of Work
Examples. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Private House Electric Lighting. By F. H. Taylor, A. M.I.E.E. Describes
Modern Methods in Wiring and Fitting, including a chapter on Small Genera-

ting Plants. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... Is.

Electric Lighting for Amateurs. Contains Instructions for fitting up small

Electric Installations. Fully Illustrated. Postage Id. 6d,

Electrical Apparatus*
Olectrical Designs. By C. H. Poole and Others. Reprinted from the

" American Electrician
"

(New York), 289 Illustrations. 262 pages.

Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 8s. 6d.

The Construction of Large Induction Coils. By A. T. Hare. A Workshop
Handbook. With 35 Illustrations. 152 pages. Postage 4d. ... 6s. Od.

Electrical Influence Machines : Their Development and Modern Forms,
with Instructions for Making Them. By J. Gray, B.Sc. Second
Edition. Revised, with 105 Illustrations. Postage 3d. ... 5s. Od.

Galvanic Batteries. By S. R. Bottone. Their Theory, Construction and Use.

Comprising Single and Double Fluid, Gas and Secondary Batteries. With
144 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... ... ... 5s. Od.

The Induction Coil in Practical Work, including Rontgen X-Rays.
By Lewis Wright. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. 4s. 6d.

Electric Instrument-Making for Amateurs. By S. R. Bottone. A Prac-
tical Handbook. With 96 Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Revised and

Enlarged. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

Induction Coils and Coil Making. By F. C. Allsop. Fourth Edition.
125 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

Induction Coils. By G. E. Bonney. A Practical Manual for Amateur
Coil-makers. Second Edition. Revised. With 101 Illustrations. Postage
3d ... 3s. Od.

Induction Coils for Amateurs: How to Make and Use Them. Edited by
Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E. Contains full Instructions for making a

powerful Shocking Coil, a f-inch Spark Coil, a 4-inch Spark Coil, and also
Hints on Experiments with Induction Coils. Fully Illustrated. Second
Edition. Postage Id. ... ... ... ... ... ... 6d.

Simple Electrical Working Models: How to Make and Use Them.
Edited by Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E. A Practical Handbook for
Electrical Amateurs and Students, showing how to make Simple Models.
With 43 Illustrations from Original Working Drawings. Third Edition,

Postage Id. ... ... ... ..: , ...,. 6d.

Small Accumulators : How Made and Used. Edited by Percival Marshall.
A.I.M.E. An Elementary Handbook for the Use of Amateurs and Students,

giving full Instructions for Making, Charging, and Using Small Accumulators-
With 41 Illustrations. Seventh Edition. Postage Id. ... 6d.

Electric Batteries: How to Make and Use Them. Edited by Percival

Marshall, A.I.Mech.E. A Practical Handbook on the' Constructidn and
Uses of Primary Batteries. Fully Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Postage Id. 6d.

Small Electrical Measuring Instruments. Describes the Making and Using
of Galvanometers, Voltmeters, c. Fully Illustrated. Postage Id. 6d.
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Elementary Text Books on

Electricity and Magnetism.
Electrical Engineering for Electric Light Artisans and Students. By

W. Slingo and A. Brooker. With 371 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Pos-

tage 5d 12s. Od.

The Elements of Electrical Engineering. By Tyson Sewell, A.I.E.E. A
First Year's Course for Students. Second Edition, enlarged. 432 pages, with
274 Illustrations. Demy 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ;.. ... 7s. 6d.

Elementary Lessons in Electricity and Magnetism. By Sylvanus P.

Thompson, D.Sc., F.R.S. Illustrated. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 3d. 4s. 6d.

Elementary Manual of Magnetism and Electricity. By Prof. Jamieson.
For First Year Students. Fifth Edition. With Illustrations and Examination
Papers. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

First Book of Electricity and Magnetism. By Perren Maycock, M.I.E.E.
Second Edition, revised and enlarged. With 107 Illustrations. Postage
3d. ... 2s. 6d.

Magnetism and Electricity for Beginners. By H. E. Hadley, B.Sc. (Lond.)
Adapted to the Elementary Stage of the S. Kensington Syllabus. Globe 8vo.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ^ ... 2s. 6d.

Problems and Solutions in Elementary Electricity and Magnetism.
By W. Slingo and A. Brooker. With 98 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Pos-

tage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 2s. Od.

Miscellaneous Electrical Subjects.
Electric Traction. By J. H. Rider, M.I.E.E., M.I.C.E. With numerous

Illustrations. A Practical Handbook on the Application^of Electricity as a
Locomotive Power. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 5d. ... 1 2s. 6d.

A Treatise on Electro-Metallurgy. By Walter G. McMillan, F.I.C., F.C.S.

Embracing the Application of Electrolysis to the Plating, Depositing, Smelt-

ing, and Refining of various Metals, and to the Reproduction of Printing
Surfaces, etc. With numerous Illustrations. Large crown 8vo. Cloth.

Postage 4d. ... IOs. 6d.

Electrical Engineering Testing. By G. D. Aspinall Parr, M.I.E.E., A.M.I.M.E.
A Practical Work for Second and Third Year Students, Engineers, and
Others. 474 pages, with 218 Diagrams of Connections and Illustrations of

Appliances. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... 9s. Od.

The Alternating-Current Circuit. By W. Perren Maycock, M.I.E.E. An
Introductory and Non-Mathematical Book for Engineers and Students.
Second Edition. Revised. With 51 Illustrations. Postage 3d. 5s. Od.

The Electro- Platers' Handbook. By G. E. Bonney. A Practical Manual
for Amateurs and Students in Electro Metallurgy. With full Index and
61 Illustrations. Third Edition. Revised and Enlarged, with an Appendix on
Nickel Plating for Cycles. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 3s. Od.

Electrical Experiments- By G. E. Bonney. A Manual of Instructive Amuse-
ment. With 144 Illustrations. Second Edition. Postage 3d.... 2s. 6d.

Simple Experiments in Static Electricity. A Series of Instructive and

Entertaining Experiments for Students and Amateurs. Fully Illustrated.

Postage Id. ... ... ... ... ... ... 6d.

X Rays Simply Explained. A Handbook on the Theory and Practice of Radio-

graphy. Fully Illustrated. Postage Id. ... ... 6d.

Reference and Pocket Books*
A Pocket Book of Electrical Rules and Tables. By J. Munro. C.E., and

Prof. Jamieson. With numerous Diagrams. Sixteenth Edition, thoroughly
revised and enlarged. For the use of Electricians and Engineers. Leather.
Pocket size. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... 8s. 6d.

The Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book. By H. R. Kempe, M.I.E.E.,
A.M.I.C.E. Consisting of Modern Kules, Formulas, Tables, and Data.
Second Edition, thoroughly revised, with additions. With numerous Illustra-

tions.. Royal 32mo. oblong. Leather. PostageSd. ... ... 5s. Od.
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Whittaker's Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book. Edited by Kenelm
Edgcumbe, A.M.I.E.E. With 143 Illustrations. Leather. PostageSd. 3s. 6d.

Fowler's Electrical Engineer's Pocket Book. In Leatherette, red edges.
Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

In Leather, gilt edges. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

"The Practical Engineer" Electrical Pocket Book and Diary. (Pub-
lished annually.) Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... Is. Qd.

Leather, gilt edges, with Pocket and Elastic Band. Postage 2d. Is. 6d.

Practical Electrician's Pocket-book and Diary. By H. T. Crewe.
M.I.M.E. Cloth. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Leather. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Telephones, Telegraphy, and Bells.

Telegraphy. By Sir W. H. Preece, K.C.B., F.R.S., V.P.In., and Sir J. Sive-

wright, K.C.M.G. With 267 Illustrations. Fcp. 8vo. Postage 4d. 6s. Od.

The Practical Telephone Handbook. By Joseph Poole, A.I.E.E., Wh.Sc.
With 228 Illustrations. Second Edition, revised and enlarged. Postage
4d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 5s. Od.

Practical Electric Bell Fitting. By F. C. Allsop. Tenth Edition. 186 illus-

trations. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.

Telephones: Their Construction and Fitting. By F. C. Allsop. Sixth

Edition. 156 Illustrations. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... 3s. 6d.

Electric Bells, and All About Them. By S. R. Bottone. A Practical Book
for Practical Men. With more than 100 Illustrations. Sixth Edition, revised

and enlarged. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 3s. Od.

Wireless Telegraphy and Hertzian Waves. By S. R. Bottone. Second
Edition, revised. With 37 Illustrations. Postage 3d. ... ... 3s. Od.

Practical Telephony. By Jas. Bell, A.I.E.E., and S. Wilson. A Simple and
Practical Handbook for the use of Students and Employees. Copiously Illus-

trated. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... 2s. Qd.

Telegraphists' Guide. By Jas. Bell, A.I.E.E. Fourth Edition. 100 Cuts.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Submarine Telegraphy. By Jas. Bell, A.I.E.E., and S. Wilson. A Practical

Handbook and Guide, with numerous original Illustrations. Postage
2d A ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Telephone Troubles and How to Find Them. By C. H. Haskins. A com-

plete Handbook for the Telephone Inspector. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

Electric Bells and Alarms. By F. E. Powell. A Practical Handbook on their

Construction, Installation, and Repair, giving instructions for fitting same to

any part of any ordinary building. 51 Illustrations. Seventh Edition.

Postage Id. ... ... ... ... 6d.

Telephones and Microphones : How to Make and Use Them. Edited by
Percival Marshall, A.I.Mech.E. A Practical Handbook on the Making and

Using of Simple Forms of Telephones and Microphones. Fifth Edition. With
29 Illustrations. Postage Id. ... ... ... ... ... 6d.

WOODWORKING.
Cabinet Making.
Colonial Furniture in America. By L. V. Lockwood. With 300 Illustra-

tions. Demy4to. Postage 8d. ... ... ... ... 25s. Od.

Old Furniture. By A. E. Chancellor. With 40 Plates. Imperial 4to.

Postage 8d 21s. Od.

The Art and Craft of Cabinet Making. By D. Denning. A Practical

Handbook to the Construction of Cabinet Furniture, the Use of Tools, Forma-
tion of Joints, Hints on Designing and Setting Cut Work. Veneering, etc.

With 219 Illustrations. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... 5s. Od.
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Cabinet Making- for Amateurs.
'

Being Clear Directions How to Construct

many Useful Articles, such as Brackets, Sideboards, Tables, Cupboards, etc.

Illustrated. Cloth gilt. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

The Cabinet-Maker's Guide to the Entire Construction of Cabinet
Work. By Richard Bitmead. Illustrated with Plans, Sections and Work-
ing Drawings, including Veneering, Marquetrie, Buhlwork, Mosaic, Inlaying,
etc. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

Cabinet Worker's Handybook. By Paul N. Hasluck. A Practical Manual
on the Tools, Materials, Appliances, and Processes Employed in Cabinet
Work. With upwards of 100 Illustrations. 144 pages. 8vo. Cloth.

Postage 3d. "... ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Veneering
1

, Marquetry and Inlay. A Practical Guide to these interesting
methods of decorating woodwork. Fully illustrated. Postage Id. 6d.

Carpentry and Joinery^

Modern Practical Joinery. By G. Ellis. With 1,000 Illustrations. Imperial
8vo. Postage 5d. ... ... ... ... ... ... 12s. 6d.

Practical Stair Building and Handrailing. By W. H. Wood. With 32
Plates. Crown 4to. Postage 5d. ... IOs. 6d.

Handyman's Book of Tools, Materials, and Processes Employed in

Woodworking. By Paul N. Hasluck. With about 2,500 Illustrations and
Working Drawings. 768 pages. Royal 8vo. Cloth. Postage 5d. 9s. Od.

Carpentry and Joinery Workshop Practice. By C. F. and A. G. Mitchell.
A Practical Illustrated Manual for the use of Students. Cloth gilt. Pos-

tage 3d. ... 2s. 6d.

Circular Work in Carpentry and Joinery. By George Collings. A Practi-
cal Treatise on Circular Work of Single and Double Curvature. With Diagrams.
Third Edition. 12mo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

A Practical Treatise on Handrailing. By George Collings. Showing New
and Simple Methods for finding the Pitch of the Plank, Drawing the Moulds,
Bevelling, Jointing-up, and Squaring the Wreath. Second Edition, revised
and enlarged, with an addition of 1> A Treatise on Stair Building." With
Plates and Diagrams. 12mo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ... ... 2s. 6d.

'Practical Staircase Joinery. By Paul N. Hasluck. With numerous Illustra-

tions in the text. 160 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d 2s. Od.

The Beginner's Guide to Carpentry. By H. ^brvis. A Practical Hand-
book for all Beginners in Carpentry. Illustrated with Drawings and Photos
showing how Tools should be used. Crown 8vo. Postage 3d. Is. Od.

Woodwork Joints: How to Make and Where to Use Them. By a
Practical Joiner. Contains full instructions for Making Mortise and Tenon
Joints, Joints used in Circular Work, and Dovetail and other useful joints.

Postage Id. ... ... 6d.

Carving and Fretwork.

A Handbook of Ornament. By S. F. Meyer. With 3,000 Illustrations.

Demy 8vo. Postage 5d. ... ... ... ... 12s. 6d.

<Chip Carving Patterns. By Jenny Andreen. Postage 5d. ... 7s. 6d.

Historic Ornament. By R. Glazier. With 500 Illustrations. Postage 4d. 5s. Od.

Woodcarving. C. G. Leland. With numerous Illustrations. Fourth Edition.

Fcp. 4to. Postage 4d. ... ... ... 5s. Od.

Fretwork and Marquetry. By D. Denning. A Practical Manual of Instruc-

tions in the Art of Fret-cutting and Marquetry Work. Profusely Illustrated.

Cloth gilt. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... 2s. 6d.

Wood -Carving for Amateurs. By D. Denning. Full Instructions for Pro-

ducing all the Different Varieties of Carvings. Second Edition. In Paper.
Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Hints on Chip Carving. By E. Rowe. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

Hints of Wood Carving. By E. Rowe. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

The Beginner's Guide to Fretwork. Containing full instructions on Tools,

Materials, and Methods of Working. Six full-size original Fretwork Designs
are given .with this work. Postage 1 Ad. .... .... . 6d.
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Manual Training.

Manual Training : Woodwork. By George Ricks, Inspector of Schools.
A Handbook for Teachers, with an Appendix on Modelling in Cardboard.
275 Illustrations. Crown 4to. Postage 4d. ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

The New Education (Woodwork). By Richard Wake. A new work of
Manual Training, with 260 Illustrations. Written to meet the Requirements
of the Education Department. In Three Parts. Demy 8vo. Postage
4d each 3s. Od.

Three Parts. Postage 6d. ... ... ... ... |Qs. Od.

Educational Woodwork. By A. C. Horth. A complete Manual for Teachers
and Organisers of Woodworking Classes. Fully Illustrated with Photo-

graphs, Drawings, and facsimile Blackboard Lessons. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 3s. 6d.
The Three Yearjy Courses of Exercises given in the above Book are published

separately in paper covers as under :

Section I. Course of Exercises for First Year Students. Postage Id. 4d.
Section II. Course of Exercises for Second Year Students. Postage Id. 4d.
Section III. Course of Exercises for Third Year Students. Postage Id. 4d.

Miscellaneous Woodwork Subjects.

Woodworking Machinery : Its Rise, Progress, and Construction. By
M. Powis Bale, A.M.I.C.E., M.I.M.E. With Hints on the Management of
Saw Mills and the Economical Conversion of Timber. Illustrated with
Examples of Recent Designs by leading English, French and American
Engineers. Second Edition. Revised with large Additions. 440 pages.
Large Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... 9s. Od.

Wood : A Manual of the Natural History and Industrial Applications
of the Timbers of Commerce. By G. S. Boulger, F.L.S., F.G.S.,
A.S.I. With 82 Illustrations, viii. and 369 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth.

Postage 4d. ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

How to Estimate. By J. T. Rea. Crown 8vo. Postage 4d. ... 7s. 6d.
Quantities. By Prof. Banister Fletcher. With 82 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 7s. 6d.

Picture=frame Making Amateurs. By the Rev. J. Lukin. Being Practical
Instructions in the Making of various kind of Frames for Paintings, Drawings,
Photographs, and Engravings. Illustrated. In Paper. Postage 2d. Is. Od.

A Guide to Poker Work. By W. D. Thompson. A Practical Manual for

Amateurs, containing a full description of the necessary Tools, and Instruc-
tions for their Use. Illustrated. In Paper. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

iVlarquetrie Woodstaining for Amateurs. By Eliza Turck. A Practical
Handbook to Marquetrie Woodstaining and Kindred Arts. Profusely Illus-

trated. In Paper. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

Mounting and Framing Pictures. Prepared under the direction of Paul N.
Hasluck. A Practical Manual with 240 Illustrations. Cloth. Postage 2d. Is. Od.

Bamboo Work. Prepared under the direction of P. N. Hasluc^. A Practical
Manual with 177 Engravings and Diagrams. Cloth. Postage 2d. |s. Od.

Woodworker's Handybook. By Paul N. Hasluck. Embracing Information
on the Tools, Material Appliances and Processes Employed in Woodworking.
With 104 Illustrations. 144 pages. 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ... |s. Od.

Wood-Turner's Handybook. By Paul N. Hasluck. A Practical Manual for
Workers at the Lathe, with over 100 Illustrations. 144 pages. Crown 8vo.
Cloth. Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... ... ... | S . Od.

Horticultural Buildings. By F. A. Fawkes. With 123 Illustrations. Crown 8vo.

Postage 3d. ... ... ... ... | s . Qd.
Soft Woods and Colonial Timbers. A practical handbook on the selection

and uses of Soft Woods and Colonial Timbers. Fully illustrated. Postage
Id. ... 6 d.

Hardwoods, English and Foreign. Describes Hard and Fancy Woods used
by carpenters and cabinet makers. Illustrated. Postage Id. ... 6d.
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Polishing, Painting, etc.

Decoration of Houses. By E. Wharton. With 56 Plates. Square 8vo.

Postage 5d. ... ... ... ... ... ... ... 12s. 6d.

House Painting, Graining, Marbling, and Sign Writing. By Ellis A.
Davidson. With Coloured Plates and Wood Engravings. Eighth Edition.
Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 4d. ... ... ... ... 6s. Od.

Practical Graining and Marbling. By Paul N. Hasluck. With numerous
Illustrations. 160 pages. Crown 8vo. Cloth. Postage 3d. ... 2s. Od.

French Polishing and Enamelling. By R. Bitmead. A Practical Work for
Instruction. Including Numerous Recipes for Making Polishes, Varnishes,
Glaze-Lacquers, etc. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... Is. 6d.

Polishes and Stains for Woods. By David Denning. A Complete Guide to

Polishing Woodwork, with directions for Staining, and full Information for

making the Stains, Polishes, etc. In Paper. Postage 2d. ... Is. Od.

House Decoration: Comprising Whitewashing, Paperhanging, Paint-
ing, etc. By Paul N. Hasluck. A Practical Manual with 79 Illustrations.

Cloth. Postage 2d. ... ... ... ... ... ... Is. Od.

PERIODICALS.
" The Model Engineer." Contains Practical Articles,

Original Working Drawings and High-class Illustra-

tions on Model Engine Making, Lathe Work, Pattern

Making, Sheet Metal Working, Brass and Iron

Founding, Forging, Tool Making, Motor Cycles, Model
Yacht Building, Small Dynamos and Motors, Electric

Bells, Batteries, Accumulators, Telephones, Influence

Machines, Electric Lighting, Electrical Experiments.
Every Thursday, 2d. net. Annual Subscription, post
free ... ... ... ... ... I3s. Od.

Vols. I. II. and III. are entirely out print.

Vol. IV, Jan. to June, 1901 ; Vol. V, July to Dec., 1901 ; Vol. VI, Jan. to

June, 1902 ; Vol. VII, July to Dec., 1902. Postage 4d. ; Foreign 6d.

Each 3s. 6d.

Vol. VIII, Jan. to June, 1903 ; Vol. IX, July to Dec, 1903 ; Vol. X, Jan. to

June, 1904 (26 parts) each. Postage 5d. Foreign Is.... 6s. 6d.

Binding Cases for Vol. Postage 3d. ... ... ... Is. Od.

Reading Cases, with Strings for the Temporary Binding of Twelve Parts.

Postage 3d. ... ... Is. Od.

"The Woodworker." Devoted to Carpentry and

Joinery, Cabinet Making, Wood Carving, Marquetry,

Inlaying, Wood Turning, Fret Working, and Tools and

Materials. Numerous Illustrations. Postage Id. Twice

Monthly (1st and 15th) ... 2d.

Annual Subscription, post free ... ... 6s. Od.

Vol. I. entirely out of print.

Vol. II, Oct., 1902, to March, 1903; Vol. III. April, 1903, to Sept., 1903.

Vol. IV. Oct. 1903 to March, 1904; Vol. V., April, 1904, to Sept., 1904.

Postage 4d. ; Foreign 6d. Each 3s. 6d.

Binding Cases for Vol. Postage 3d. Is. Od.

Reading Case, with strings, to hold 12 Parts. Postage 3d. ... Is. Od.



"The Woodworker" Series

of Useful Handbooks.

NO. 1. Woodwork Joints: How to Make and Where to

Use Them. Fully Illustrated. Price 6d. Post

free, 7d.

No. 2. The Beginner's Guide to Fretwork. A prac-

tical instruction book on Fret-cutting, with six full

size original designs suitable for beginners, and

numerous illustrations. Price 6d. Post free, 7d.

No. 3. Veneering, Marquetry, and Inlay. A practical

guide to these interesting methods of decorating
woodwork. Fully illustrated. Price 6d. Post

free, 7*d.

No. 4. Soft Woods and Colonial Timber. A practical

handbook on the selection and uses of soft and
Colonial woods, with the notes on the growth,

structure, and defects of trees ; on the cutting,

seasoning, and commercial sizes of timber. Price

6d. net. Post free, 7d.

No. 5. Hard Woods : English and Foreign. A com-

panion handbook to No. 4. Fully illustrated.

Price 6d. net. Post free, 7d.
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